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FOREWORD 

This study, on Authoritarianism and Militarism in Southern 
Europe, is a relatively new form of intelligence production, which the 
issuing office has labelled “functional research.” The major purpose is 
to analyze important political phenomena that are so common that 
there is a tendency to take them for granted—either not to define them 
at all or to define them in value terms that fit special cases. This series 
attempts to provide value-free definitions and assessments that cut 
across borders and regions and that offer intelligence officers and pol- 
icy-makers alike a framework for a more systematic grasp of subjects 
they encounter regularly under many different guises. 
The object of functional research, then, is to elaborate a useful 

analytical framework for countr and regional specialists as well as for 
generalists. In this study, the circumstances un- 
der which the various forms of authoritarian rule tend to emerge and 
persist, the characteristic strengths and weaknesses of such regimes, 
and the constraints on the development of the prerequisites for stable 
democratic practice. Subsequently, Spain, Yugoslavia, Portugal, 
Greece, Italy, and Turkey are covered in case studies to indicate how 
an assessment of authoritarian traditions and practices can serve to 
complement and place into perspective other ways of examining the 
complex issues determining the course of events in Southern Europe.
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KEY JUDGMENTS 

—Although it takes many different forms, modern day 
authoritarianism can be viewed as a distinctive political 

system—one which generally places far less arduous demands on a 
society than either totalitarianism or representative democracy. 
For many nations it is, in effect, the only feasible system of rule. 
For many more, particularly for those with long-standing 
authoritarian traditions, it offers an easy way out when an attempt 
at democratic (or, in the case of Yugoslavia, totalitarian) practice 
runs into trouble. 

——The societal characteristics and problems that give rise to 

military intervention and to prolonged or recurrent authoritarian 
rule are similar, and these conditions tend to be especially 
prevalent and pronounced in “developing” countries beset by the 
disruptive impact of belated modernization. 

—Even when civilians are at the helm, the internal dynamics of 
authoritarian rule tend to keep the military involved in politics in a 
significant way—-whether as an active participant in policy-making 
councils, an intermittent veto group, or simply the ultimate arbiter 
of political strife. 

-—Thus, for most of the world today, authoritarianism and 
militarism are norms, not aberrations. And if world-wide 
economic strains continue to exacerbate the problems associated 
with modernizing change, the chances are that both phenomena 
will become even more common in the decade ahead. 
—Under certain circumstances, authoritarianism can be a fairly 
stable and effective form of rule over comparatively long periods of 
time-—even in countries which have passed well beyond the initial 
stages of social and economic development. 
—Nevertheless, the key internal balances and trade-offs upon 
which the successful operation and stability of authoritarian rule 
depend are easily upset. Hence, most authoritarian regimes are 
prone to recurrent crisis and political violence. And while such 
domestic turbulence may trigger movement toward more efficient 
and possibly more democratic government, it is more likely to 
result in paralysis and the emergence of still another ineffective 
authoritarian regime. 

—As a long term proposition (i.e., anything over five years), direct 
military rule has a propensity to suffer from a number of distinct
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and potentially serious weaknesses. But in the short to medium 
term, it would seem to make little difference /wr xv whether soldiers 
or civilians head up an authoritarian regime. 
—To be stable and effective. any non-totalitarian 
regime—whether authoritarian or democratic—must be in basic 
consonance with prevailing customs and circumstances. 
Moreover, a nation's political culture cannot be changed by fiat: 
although far from immutable, its evolution is a function of overall 
societal development. 

* * * * 
--Succession presents a delicate problem for any authoritarian 
regime. As illustrated by the atmosphere of uncertainty prevailing 
in Spain and Yugoslavia today, this is particularly true of per- 
sonalistic dictatorships. At best, both countries are likely to ex- 
perience fairly lengthy periods of instability once their present 
supreme leaders leave the scene. 
—Efforts to establish representative democracy face formidable 
obstacles in fragmented societies endowed with strong 
authoritarian traditions and subject to the destabilizing pressures 
of rapid social and economic change. Portuguese prospects for a 
relatively swift and orderly transition to democratic rule—poor 
from the outset—are now virtually nil. And although Greece is off 
to a fa" more promising start, there is at least an even chance that 
it will revert to some form of authoritarian rule within the next five 
to ten years. 
—In both Italy and Turkey, weakly-rooted democratic institutions 
are currently being tested by the combined weight of incongruous 
traditions, pressures associated with modernizing change. and 
world-wide economic strains. In Turkey, another interlude of 
direct or indirect military rule is a distinct possibility. And even in 
Italy, the longer-term outlook for democratic rule is guarded. 
—The outlook for Southern Europe as a whole over the next ten 
years is for considerable turbulence and political experimentation. 
And while the prospects for the survival or revival of democratic 
practices vary widely throughout the area, the chances are that the 
bulk of this experimentation will focus on differing forms of 
authoritarian rule. 

—There is a danger that this situation could result in the 
emergence of new extremist dictatorships of either the left or the 
right. Moreover, continued political instability alone might breed 
xenophobic nationalism.
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THE DISCUSSION 

THE PROBLEM, THE APPROACH, AND THE 
OBJECTIVES 

Over the past several decades, authoritarian 
government and direct military intervention in politics 
have been either constant or recurrent phenomena in 
most countries of the world. Some observers, par- 
ticularly those who perceive the widely disparate 
manifestations of authoritarian rule as mutant or nas- 
cent forms of totalitarianism or democracy, consider 
this to be an unnatural and therefore transitory state 
of affairs. This paper, however. is based on the 

premise that, for all its variants, modern-day 
authoritarianism is itself a distinctive system of 

rule—one in essence neither totalitarian nor 
democratic, and one in which the military establish- 
ment generally plays a significant political role. 

It is further postulated that the factors favoring 

authoritarianism and militarism are similar, and that 
these factors tend to be especially prevalent and po- 
tent in “developing” countries beset by the destabiliz- 
ing effects of belated modernization. To put it 

directly, for most of the world today. authoritarianism 
and militarism are norms not aberrations. Indeed, the 
only practical governmental alternatives for a very 
large number of nations are between different kinds of 
authoritarian rule—rather than between 
authoritarianism on the one hand, and either 

democracy or totalitarianism on the other. And if 

world-wide economic strains continue to exacerbate 
the problems associated with modernization and 
development, the chances are that both 
authoritarianism and militarism will become even 
more common in the decade ahead. 
The principal objectives of this research study are 

(1) to examine the causes, nature, and consequences 
of authoritarian rule and of the separate but overlap- 
ping phenomenon of direct military intervention in 

political affairs, and (2) to assess the local and inter- 
national implications of both. Although the obser- 
vations and judgments concerning authoritarianism 
and militarism advanced herein are intended to have 
broad applicability, the geographic focus of the paper 
is limited to the non-totalitarian states of Southern 
Europe. 

Why Southern Europe ? First of all, most recent ef- 
forts to explore the sources and effects of 
authoritarianism and militarism have retained a 
rather traditional focus on the demonstrably 
“backward” members of the international com- 
munity; hence, there is a distinct analytical gap to be 
filled. Then too, the US has a major strategic stake in 
the Mediterranean Basin. Although there are other 
regions that share this distinction, there is no 
other area where so many unsettling trends and 
forces—-including nationalism, modernization, 
irredentism, religious and ethnic conflict, great power 
competition and intervention, and the personal am- 
bitions of the individual leaders—are as openly and as 
vigorously at play. Because of this, the internal af- 

fairs of states which border the Mediterranean or its 
approaches tend to be particularly likely to spill over 
onto the international stage. 

Moreover, the turbulent course of political 

developments in Southern Europe over the past cen- 
tury provides ample illustration of the nature, 
strength, and persistence of authoritarian imperatives 
in developing countries; the diversity in form and 
direction of military intervention and authoritarian 
rule; and authoritarianism’s fundamental strengths 
and weaknesses as a modern-day political system. 
Within the memory of living man, Spain, Portugal, 
ltaly, Greece, Yugoslavia, and Turkey have all ex- 

perienced recurrent and prolonged periods of 

authoritarian rule. Three of the six are currently en- 
dowed with incontestably authoritarian regimes. Of 
the remainder, only ltaly has clung to a democratic 
form of government throughout the post-World War 
II era—-setting something of a record for political in- 
stability and inefficiency in the process. 

There are, of course, innumerable factors that will 
influence the evolution of domestic and foreign policy 
in Southern Europe. lt is not the purpose of this paper 
to proffer some sort of quick and easy substitute for 
painstaking ease-by-case analysis. Rather, it is hoped 
that the generalizations about authoritarianism and 
militarism and the brief country assessments set forth 
below will furnish a useful analytical framework for 
more definitive country studies. 

TCUNWBENI-lA1_ 
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AUTHORITARIANISM 

It is perhaps more difficult tcday than ever before to 
group governments into neat categories. Not only are 
there nearly twice as many independent countries 
thanjust a decade or so ago, but in most cases there is 
little correlation between constitutional pretension 
and political practice. Although nearly all contem- 
porary regimes claim to be democratic, relatively few 
can be classified as representative democracies by any 
meaningful definition of the term. An even smaller 
number can usefully be considered totalitarian dic- 
tatorships. The remainder can be divided up in many 
ways. It is postulated here, however, that for all their 
variety the governments of most post-traditional 
societies fall within the bounds of a third and less 
demanding system of rule: authoritarianism.‘ 

The Nature of the Boost 

In an authoritarian system, predominant power is 
exercised by a single leader or narrow autocratic elite 
neither responsible to the general public nor fully sub- 
ject to legal restraints. At the same time, however, a 
limited number of relatively autonomous special 
interest groups can and do influence the political proc- 
ess. This last-mentioned trait—hereafter subsumed 
under the rubric of limited political pluralism—re- 
quires special emphasis: of all characteristic features 
of authoritarianism, it is perhaps the most critical to 
understanding the dynamics and limitations of the 
system. 

Although the leadersl-ip of an authoritarian regime 
effectively stands abov: the law, its freedom of action 
is restricted in often predictable ways by the constant 
need to manage and manipulate interest group 
pressures and conflict. Control is maintained through 
a combination of repression of clearly_ inimical in- 
dividuals or groups and conscious efforts to play the 
remaining political actors off against each other in 
such a way that none becomes strong enough to 
challenge the existing order or even to appear to offer 
a viable alternative. This is hardly an easy task at 
best; and, as will be illustrated in subsequent discus- 

‘Professor_]uan_]. Linz is one ofthe foremost academic proponents of 
the concept ofa distinctive authoritarian system of rule. Linz's earliest 
and most complete statement of his model is presented in his “An 
Authoritarian Regime: Spain," in Clmvagn, Ideologirr, and Party 
.S')~.ilmu-, ed. Erik Allard! and Yrjo Littunen (Helsinki: Westermark 
Society, 1964), pp. 29]-342. 

sion of potential succession problems in Spain and 
Yugoslavia, its difficulty increases with the number 
and variety of groups whose interests must be taken 
into account. 

Directly or indirectly, the armed forces play a key 
role in the establishment of any authoritarian regime. 
Thereafter, even if power passes to (or remains in) 
civilian hands, latent instability and the con- 
flict-oriented dynamics of authoritarian rule usually 
insure that the military establishment continues to 
play a significant political role-whether as an active 
participant in policy-making councils, an intermittent 
veto group, or simply the ultimate arbiter of political 
strife. 

The internal dynamics of authoritarian rule also 
impose certain practical constraints on ideological ri- 
gidity, electoral practices, and even levels of popular 
political mobilization.’ Within these bounds, however, 
authoritarianism can take many forms—not only with 
respect to general ideological orientation, but (as il- 

lustrated by variations in the number and type of 
political parties found under authoritarian rule) in 
terms of organizational structure as well. For ex- 
ample, all political parties were banned during 
Greece’s recent interlude of military .‘UlC. Both Spain 
and Yugoslavia presently have one-party systems, but 
Franco’s National Movement and Tito’s League of 
Communists are poles apart in terms of functional 
role and institutional strength. There are multi-party 
authoritarian systems as well: what might be termed 
the “predominant party” type has long beer. ex- 
emplified by Mexican political practice, while an of- 
ficially imposed two-party variant is currently 
employed in Brazil. 
Although it is generally relatively easy to dis- 

tinguish a multi-party authoritarian regime from a 
representative democracy, the dividing line between 
authoritarianism and totalitarian dictatorship at the 
other end of the political spectrum is less evident. 
Indeed, many non-democratic governments seem to 

‘liven though efforts to rally and organize the population may be re- 
quired at certain critical points in the evolution of any authoritarian 
regime, the sort of sustained and extensive politicization of the citizenry 
found in both representative democ.‘acies and totalitarian dictatotships 
is basically incompatible with the domestic imperatives of limited 
pluralism. In time, such politicization would simply overtax the system 
by whetting popular expectations. generating a destabilizing prolifera- 
tion of groups seeking to influence the political process, and alienating 
those established elites which were threatened with the loss or diminu- 
tion of their traditional prerogatives. 
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exhibit some or all of the traits generally attributed 
to totalitarianism.‘ But on close examination. only the 
more rigid Communist regimes seem to fill the bill. 
For example, in all other possible candidates for this 
distinction. the monopoly parties lack the cohesion 
and political clout of their counterparts in the classic 
Fascist. Nazi. and Soviet models. Political repression is 
commonplace, but vigorous efforts to employ the full 
range of totalitarian thought and behavior controls 
are notably lacking. And while lip service may be paid 
to the goal ofa monolithic society, conflicting interests 
are both recognized and-within limits—tolerated as 
essential to the operation of the authoritarian system.‘ 

The Why and Wherefore 
Under most circumstances, authoritarianism places 

far less arduous demands on a society than either 
totalitarianism or representative democracy. In ad- 
dition, it is adaptable to a wide range of local con- 
ditions. For many nations it is, in effect, the only feasi- 
ble system of rule. For many more—particularly for 
those with long-standing authoritarian traditions—it 
otfers an easy way out when an attempt at democratic 
practice runs into trouble. 

There are many factors which bear on the establish- 
ment and persistence of authoritarian rule—a fact un- 
derscored by that phenomen0n's seemingly capricious 
record.‘ Among these. cu/tum! and /ttstvriral heritage 
(e.g., the constellation of hierarchical, patronal, and 
corporatist customs that make up the so-called 
“Iberian tradition"), deep-scatrtl mrirlal r/mttages and 
mnf/irlr, external inspiration and prrssttrcs, and the arrtklntt 
of cltarismalir leaders/tip frequently play particularly 
prominent roles. But in recent years at least, the key 
catalytic factor has most often seemed to be I/tc disrup- 

‘A particularly comprehensive listing of the cltaracteristic features of 
totalitarianism is provided in Carl Friedriclt and Zbtgniew K. 
Brzezinski, Tvlu/ilnrmn l)n"lrilvn/up mttl .'itlIII('!Il('_\'. Second Edition 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press. I965), pp. 22-23. 

Since no totalitarian system has been able to repress all pluralistic 
tendencies. the difference here is one of degree. Indeed. it can be argued 
from the slow but steady rise in the influence of professionally-based 
sub-elites in the USSR that the Soviet system is itself inching toward 
authoritarianism. 

‘/\utltori|a'."ian regimes have emerged as the result of breakdowns of 
colonial rule. of traditional societies. and of existing democracies. At 
least one (Yugoslavia's) grev. out ol an infant and ill-starred totalitarian 
dictatorship. Some have persisted. changing in nature and leadetship 
over time. ()thers have given way to more democratic forim of 
governntt-nt. often only to reemerge in new guisejust a few years later. 

/rec intpart of social and rcnnurnir c/ranges asiortaferl zctl/z 

nmde'rnt';a!t'rtrt." 

.\'ot only does the modernization process itselffavor 
efforts to centralize and expand political authority. 
but by fostering political lag or pvlitiwl JPN)‘. it can 
result in a breakdown of domestic order and a con- 
seq JCHI imposition (or reimposition) of authoritarian 
rule. Political lag may be defined simply as the failure 
of political development (particularly ins'itution— 
building) to keep pace with socio-economic develop- 
ment. Political decay refers to the actual breakdown 
of established political institutions which. for one 
reason or another. are no longer suited to the times. 

Although felt everywhere, the destabilizing effects 
of modernizing change are quite naturally most 
pronounced—and most widespread-among states 
that are still in an early or middle stage of social and 
economic development." The problems faced by such 
nations are enormous. Rapid increases in literacy. ex- 
posure to mass media, industrialization, urbanization. 
and per capita income expand the politically relevant 
segment of the population and generate a sharp rise in 
expectations. Whether or not such factors as poverty 
of natural resources or traditional ethnic animosities 
pose additional complications. the general prolifera- 
tion of new social forces and requirements places great 
strains on existing political institutions. And if these 
prove resistant to or incapable of necessary adap- 
tation. either political lag or political decay ensues. 

A society thus afflicted generally enters (o lapses 
back into) what political scientists now commonly 
tefer to as a prurtvriun phase. i.e., one characterized by 
the politicization of all significant social groupings 
and the lack of political institutions strong enough to 
mediate, refine, and moderate their interaction.“ 
Under these conditions. contending groups in- 

"/\ detailctl analysis of the political r.tmifit'ations of socio-econotnic 
change will be presented in ()l’R‘s forthcoming T/tr ll»/t/it ':/ 

Im/t/itmntt/\ 1t/,\It|t/!‘!!ll.:rlfItIVl.' 7/tr Hurt/tuvt (fmr. 
'/\s a group. these countries might best be "l\arat’tt'ri7e<l as tit- 

tims of tlrltnol 1/cw/1:/tttlrrtl. \\'hetlter because of foreign doniinatiott. 
geographic or self-imposed isolation. the strength ol tratlitional 
customs and institutions. or a combination of tht-st‘ and other fac- 
tors. all oli them were rather late entrants in the ntoderniration 
game. And to add to the other problems they face itt trying to catth 
up. the destabilizing impact ol social and economic t‘lt;|ltt_{(‘ iti- 

creases with its pace. 
'/\ rletailcd analysis of practorianism is provided in -‘iamuel l’. llun- 

timtton's I'~/tlttul Unlrr m (I/mn_t_'nu_' S'm|rItr.\ (New llaven: Yale 
Univcrsity Press, l‘)(iHt, pp. 7‘)-82 and l‘)Z-Z63. 
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ereasingly resort to various forms of direct action (e.g.. 
bribery. coercion. terrorism, work stoppages. and 
demonstrations), and the military establishment is in- 
evitably drawn towai d the center ofthe political stage. 
The overall situation strongly favors the imposition of 
a law-and-order authoritarian solution. even if only on 
an interim basis. Indeed. in those countries which by 
dint of local circumstance habitually seem to suffer 
from :t lack of strong political institutions. military 
coups and revolving-door authoritarian governments 
have become characteristic features of the political 
scene. 

Strengths and Weaknesses 

Obviously. authoritarianism is far from a sure-fire 
cure for socio-economic growing pains. lts repeated 
and sometimes dramatic failures are evidence enough 
of this. But most of these failures have occurred under 
circumstances which would have made it very difficult 
to establish and maintain any sort of effective 
government. Effectual rule is, in fact, an elusive quali- 
ty for most of the v.'orld; whatever the form of 
government. the requirements are stringent. 

At the minimum, effective political authority—-the 
power to promote and, when necessary, to guide basic 
societal change-—-requires (1) the consent (or at least 
passive acceptance) of most of the governed and (2) 
the supp ‘rt ofthose institutions which, individually or 
collectively, have been entrusted with a virtual 
monopoly over the means of coercive force. The first is 
in large part a function of political organization and 
legitimacy. The second is basically a question of sub- 
ordinating the armed forces and paramilitary police to 
government direction. Both are characteristic features 
of stable democracies and totalitarian dictatorships. 
By extension, they are critical to the performance and 
prospects of an authoritarian regime as well. 

ln practice, the form, general orientation, effec- 
tiver. .ss, and stability of any given authoritarian 
regime are conditioned by the interplay ofa host of in- 
ternal and external variables. But even though the mix 
of operative factors is different in every case, the ‘e are 
certain general problem areas bearing on the question 
of effective political authority that are common to all. 
Hence it is possible to gauge the outlook for a par- 
ticular authoritarian government on the basis of its 

performance with respect to a few basic tasks. Briefly 
stated. they are: 

—(.}'r1/ra/{qr and ¢'.t"p/ix"! fa/tltml potter. Stable 
authoritarian rule rests on clear-cut hierarchical 
relationships. Yugoslav ext "ienee illustrates how 
elusive this goal can be in a country where cultural- 
ly and economically based aspirations for greater 
regional autonomy are strong. 
—1)t':'¢‘/rip an (mm of /r_gt't.'ntar_1 I/zmug/1 Xllfllt’ rant/Jinalirm 
of /rat/:'.'z/ma/. r/Iariintzztir. and lrgr1/-mti'rma/ (rm- 
iir/rra!i'un_v. The shortlived loannidis regime in 
Greece was particularly deficient in this regard. 
—1‘.‘.tf(1/J/Iit/I J/Hf)/t jmftlzral irt.\!1'!t1!tmii 

( 
t.¢'.. urygantgaltir/ns 

and fimtw/urri .'t'tt'(/1 an /with rffrrttrr and in I/It'll 

!)l('!I righl/. The importance of this task is sometimes 
obscured by the personal skill and stature of 
leaders like Tito and Franco. Nevertheless. in the 
absence of political institutions capable of accom- 
modating conflicting societal interests and of 
mediating inter-elite disputes, a society will retain 
strong prm-liirizirt tendencies. .-\nd this, in turn, will 
increase the chances of popular alienation. more 
frequent resort to repression and violence, and 
bitterly contested succession. 

—-Rrilinrm/t';r and tn(n'(1.\z' I/tr rom[:;'lrn('_i‘ of the 
_gni'rrnnzrn/a/ fIIl7f!1Il(‘f(I1‘_\’. This is essential because the 
administrative apparatus not only plays a major 
role in determining economic performance. itself a 
key factor affecting domestic harmony, but also 
substitutes for political action as the primary 
means for assuring social order and justice. ln 
Spain, for example, bureaucratic shortcomings 
have undercut efforts to use a combination of social 
welfare programs, paternalistic labor laws. and 
elaborate grievance procedures to mute demands 
for politically independent trade unions. 

—--(.'n-u/M or nrulm/:.;r fmrrntial r/ial/rnt'rr.t at an mt/_i' 

.tI/lye‘-—fir1rItt‘t1/urfy I/imr tr/in arr niewi/n"r_t of, or nllml 
rm!/1, I/l‘.\\I-I/(‘Hffilffl-t)!l_t ittl/tin I/21' mi/tfnr) (‘\f(lfIfI.\/I77ll'7lf. 

.-\s amply illustrated by the eigeriencc of most 
authoritarian regimes in Southern Europe diring 
the past fifteen years alone, the conflict-oriented 
dynamics of limited pluralism generate a special 
need in this regard. They also require development 
of a parallel capacity to defuse potentially conten- 
tious domcstie and foreign policy issues through a 
flexible mix of repression, compromise, and diver- 
sion—lcst these issues polarize the society and 
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thus deprive the regime of much of its room for ma- 
neuver and base of support. 

Although this list of chores seems formidable weak 
performance in one or another field is often at least 
temporarily olifset by such things r 3 rising living stan- 
dards or charismatic leadership. lndeed. the record shows that under certain circum.stant"es. 
authoritarianism can be a fairly stable and elleeti\'c 
form of rule over coniparzitively long periods oli 

time—c\"en in states tltat have reaehed a complex and 
demanding middle stage of .~'O(‘I(ll and economic 
developmetit.“ 

_\}'i'i'r!/tr/i'\\. //iv fir) III/¢'!!I!l/ "Ni/ririiwt 1111/1 l4,(1’l(l"{(/-\ 

/1/mu zi‘//it/I //tr \lll|l\l 1/ I///1'!/1'!HIi' /it/J tlrzltt/i/t H! 
/Ill//I'll!/IIIIIIII Ill/I i/1/~u// /I71‘ I/.'\[/l ll/In/_ llente. 
IHt)\l .'|llllll)l'ili|l'lilH l‘(“,'lI1l(‘_\ £ll'(‘ [l‘l‘H<' ll) l'(‘('lllT('Hl 
('I'l\l\ Atlltl resort to ptilttieztl \ll)l('H' e (l><>th unwrit- 
tiieiit-sponsored antl (t])[l(i\lll'1Hl\’ll. .\'otni-titties sll('ll 
llH'l)tll('ll('(‘ ser\ es as ii e;ital\'st lot‘ ('\'HllIllhIl;H‘\' t hzinue 
t<i\\;ir<l more elliieient and possilily nttire (l(‘IH(‘(l'illl(' 
'_{(I\('l‘|1H1(‘Hl. .\lore olten it results" in pai';tl\ sis and 
the eiiietueiiee ol‘ still ;tnother ittellet"ti\e ;ttithi>rit;ii'- 
tan X'(‘QtlHt‘. 

.\ll()lll(‘l' clear systetitie \\e.iktiess sterns lrutii the 
l.'t<’t lllitl. tinlike i'e|>re.setit;tti\-e tletnott";i<y. iititli<it‘- 
ll.'ll‘l.'lI1l\lll hzis no l>tiilt~in tneth.itiism lot‘ oi'<lerl\ 
l)Ullll(i'|l .\ll('(‘('\<l(l|]. lllll\' ('l"(>}l i|lllllUl'll1ll’lilll r('ll|lll(' 

iiitist tletise its ii\\n. it reqtiiretntitt tihith atltls tit"- 

tqeney to the need to legitimize and instittitionalirc 
its Hllt‘. l’et‘suii;il (ll(l;ll()I'\lllp\ are p;ii'tittil.'ii'l§' \til- 
iier;il>le tn st iiessioii thllzt ulties. lat: Kl‘ . ixitim 
.'tiitl lilo. the sii|>i"etne rtiler tti.il<es (‘li'tl)Ul'i|l(‘ilI'l'i|l1U('- 
tiients lot" siiteessioii. ititltitling <onstittition;il pro- 
\'l\l(ill\ lot‘ the (ll\'l\l(IIl ol his nllttes atitl [)t)\\'(‘t‘s‘ the 
l)§l\l(’ uiiiipoiii-tits ol this nets s\"st<-in are lil<et\ to lie 
tlflflllillll iiiitl Hlll(‘\l(‘(l ttnttl tiller ll(‘ll;i\il<‘lll1ill‘s'(l(‘- 
p.'ii'tetl the stette. llieti. iii the .il>seiiee ol his \lttlHll/- 
ink’ lHllll(‘ll((‘_ they mat" prote lH(il]).'ll)ll' ol lllH( tinti- 
inu ;|\ |Ill('ll(lt'(l. 

MILITARISM 

<'\llll()llQll the latt that lioth the conditions \\hit"l\ 
li'l\(H' .iiitliortt.tt*i.'iti l'l|l(' iiiitl the <l\ii;iniits ml the 
s\steiii itsell tentl to th'.'i\\ the inilit.'iij\ into |>o.ities in 

l.ii .ill luit the \\niltl's iiiatvir llll pnitliiters. the t tint ept ol 4‘ Hllllllll‘ 
st.iui- til tleu l=i;init'tit mitt he t|l|(ll'l\ vlelinetl as siL{nil\ing .i pet i.iiiit.i 

(|N',l|l(lIllI‘|ll|IIN1'\lIll)(‘I\\l’(‘llS:\Uuill1llSglllul 

it H't.'t|tH‘ \\'.'l§' has been estahlislietl in pre\iotis Ills- 
<iissitin_ some l_Ul"!lt(‘t‘ tilisei'\;itioiis alititit the (’;tll\l'\ 
llllll (Ull\(‘(lllt'l1(('.\ t)l lllllllilliy Illl('l‘\(‘l1llUll HT!‘ ('lK‘.'H'l§' 

in urtler. .\'|>et iliit .'ill\'. \\ hitt seeins to lie the reasiiti lot‘ 
the int re;isin<_1 ineirlent .' ol tlirt-it milit;it‘_\ rule.‘ \\'li\ 
tire there stit li HL'tl'l\'<‘(l \.'irt.ilttiiis in tlte lortn iinrl (ll- 
I'(‘('lltH] til the politieitl role ]ll{l\l‘(l lJ\' the milit;ir\ in 
ililleretit iotintries.’ .\re iiiilit;i'*_\ reuttties ttilieri-iitl_\ 
any lrettet‘ or \\iii'se than <i\ili.'tti .ititli<ii‘it.ii'i.'tti 

tegitttes _’ 

lhe fl1()Y\\(‘s \\'l1l('ll rnove mtlit;ir_\' men to diret t ;it~ 
tion in the politieal arena are iisuallv toninlex. lhe 
mix \.'tt‘ies attorrlinu to time ;ii‘d plate. hut almost 
.'il\\".'iys lH(ll1(l(‘\' three tlistintt areas til t~oii<ei"ii-—;iei"- 
\t)H£ll_ il1\llllllll)Hi'tl. atitl soeietal. \otit<‘times am- 
l)lll(ll"l\. !l‘l('\illl((‘\ (l\'('l‘ [lily i|ll(l l)l‘()l‘IIUll()l‘l. UT Iii}- 
ezisttiess over polities or trenrls \\lH('ll aptiezir to 
tlireateii the perqtiisttes ;!l1(l|l()\\(‘I‘Hl the militar\ es- 
talilislnnt-iit (lt'1|I'l_\ pre<loinin;ite. lliit in it qi"o\\i:iu 
tiiitnlier ()l tiises. these <t)ll\l(l('l‘.ll|i>l1\ seem to l1;t\’t‘ 
l)(‘('ll ~ilI‘(IlH_'l\' t‘einl<ii"te<l. il not u\ei‘sliiirlu\\e<l. l>\' feat" 
that etotioniie or politital intsiitaii.iueineiit \\;l\ 
tlire."iteniiiu tn leatl the nzitioii to the l>i"inl< ol tlisaster. 
The proiess of IIl()(l(‘l'Hl/itll<lH has. in l.i<t. in- 

ereztsittulv .'ililet’ted l>oth tnilitzirv IHt)Il\'('s {Hill 
t".'ip;'liiltties \\'lIl1 respeet to dirt-et intet"\t'ntioti in 
politiezil allairs. l’rolileratioii ol‘ (lomestie itiissiuiis 
(e.u.. totititeriiistirgent}. riot eontrol. and eivit‘ .it- 
lion). iorrespniitlit1i_' tliiinues in the ('LHTl(’Ul£t of .i<l- 
tztiieecl tiiilit;iry s( hools. 1’I](| the inlltieiit e ol ltireign 
itleas and (l(‘\(‘l<)[HH(‘l1l\ ll1t\'(' (‘(IIHl)ll1(‘(l to in<"re.ise 
tlte letel Ul st>ti.'il il\\'itr('H(‘\\ uithin the m|l|t;||-ly 1’-\. 

talilisliitients ol tti;in\' iiitiiitries ~antl to uetiertite .i 

ioiisetistis th.it pri-sei"\.itioit of iiatioiizil \('(’UI‘H\ 
tlettiatitls pronipt zintl etieruetit ellorts to t'esi>l\e 
pressiiiu eioiioiiiii. sotial. iintl politietl ptoliletiis. 
l’;ir;".lel <le\elti|ttiieiit. l1(I\\'(‘\('I' i_ti';ttltt;il. til tie\\ 
tt‘.ittauet‘i.tl skills tintl l)l|l'(‘i|ll(l‘;lli( resotirtes liils 
tentlezl to int H‘.t\(‘ the (’(H1lil(l(‘ll('(‘ ol inilitar\" le.'tilet'~- in 
their iiiiiqtte ;il>ilit_\" tn ;iti;ilt'/e ;intl rope \\lIll their 
(Utl!lIl'\'i\ ills. .\ot stit'|it‘isitii_'l_\‘. the (‘|H(‘I'!(‘It((' ml tliis 
tie\\ lireetl oi st-ltliet‘-tetlitititritt has l)(‘(‘ll ;ittotti- 
l7J|Hl(‘fl li\' ;i tlistintt trentl ttmzirtlz (ll Hlllll-H'\' iii- 
tertentttins \\ltltll are tnstittitioitttl l't'|lllt‘l‘ tli.in pet’- 
sniialistit in ii.ittire. and (Z) lmth l(Il1‘j(‘I’.'l|Hl lll()l(‘lI‘('- 

titi ~nt iiiteilti<les of tlirett itiilit;tr\ rtile. 

.\e\ei'theless_ no iizitioiial tttilit.ii*§ es- 
lill)ll\l1Hl(‘Ill no ."t.'ittei' \\hat its st/e or tleuree ol 
|ll'tll("\‘~l1)I1illl/illlt)H is .l inoiiolithit instittitioii. In 
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fact, with few exceptions, each tends to reflect the 
currents and divisions affecting the country at large. 
Thus, while it is possible to catalog the conditions 
which invite military intervention, the form and direc- 
tion that such intervention takes, in any given case, 
will depend on which military faction seizes the ini- 
tiative and which domestic allies it chooses to court 
or support. 

Although the effectiveness of each military regime 
must be assessed on a case-by-case basis, aggregate 
data analysis suggests that, in the short to medium 
term at least, it makes little difference per se whether 
soldiers or civilians hold the reins of power. It seems 
that military regimes tend to impose more restrictions 
on political activity, achieve greater success in 
promoting economic growth in very poor countries, 
and do less to develop primary education than their 
authoritarian civilian counterparts. (Contrary to pop- 
ular belief, non-military authoritarian regimes tend to 
spend more on defense.) Apart from these findings, 
the differences in overall economic and political per- 
formance appear to be negligible.” 

As a long-term proposition (i.e., anything over five 
years), however, direct military rule has a propensity 
to suffer from a number of potentially serious 
weaknesses, including: (I) inadequate political in- 
stitutionalization; (2) a lael: of compensating 
charismatic leadership; and (3) increasing fac- 
tionalism within the military establishment itself. The 
ill-fated Papadopoulos regime in Greece provides a 
case in point. 

But even though these profession-related short- 
comings are in time likely to afflict any predominantly 
military regime, there is an offsetting tendency for 
civil-military distinctions to become blurred under 
authoritarian rule. Most military regimes co-opt a 
large number of civilians into key posts. Moreover, 
soldier politicians are soon confronted with a number 
of problems—including, ironically enough, the need 
to insure continued subordination of the armed forces 
to political authority—which both limit their options 
and tend to have an erosive effect on their old in- 
stitutional loyalties and ties. Franco Spain provides a 
clear example of the civilianization of Willi was ini- 
tially a military dictatorship. 

'"l$asc(l on unpublished papers presented at the I974 Annual 
Meeting of the American Political Science Association. 

THE SCENE IN SOUTHERN EUROPE 
Not since the earliest phases of the Cold War has 

the political future of the whole “soft underbelly" of 
Europe seemed so uncertain. Authoritarian Spain and 
Yugoslavia both face potentially serious succession 
problems. f‘ortuguese efforts to establish democratic 
rule have already encountered formidable obstacles. 
Although off to a promising start, Greek efforts to the 
same end bode well to run into similar difficulties over 
time. For its part, Italian democracy seems shakier 
than ever. And given the cumulatively destabilizing 
impact of recent events on Turkey’s political scene, it 

would seem wise not to bet too heavily on the 
longevity of that country’s latest experiment with 
democracy. 

Just how serious"'the potential ramifications of such 
instability are-—including the degree and significance 
of the “leftist threat” to NATO interests-—must of 
course, be determined through case-by-case analysis 
in which due account is taken of all significant inter- 
nal and external variables. No such ambitious under- 
taking is attempted here. Rather, it is the purpose of 
the brief country assessments in this section to under- 
score the persistence of authoritarian traditions and 
imperatives in Southern Europe and to indicate how 
tliese are likely to influence the future course of events 
in the countries concerned. 

The Problems of Authoritoriun Succession: 
Spain and Yugoslavia 

Franco has been political master of Spain since 
1939, Tito of Yugoslavia since 1945. Both preside over 
fragmented societies with strong authoritarian 
traditions. Now in their eighties, both have 
made—and have partially implemented—-elaborate 
arrangements for the passage of political power to 
their heirs. And both have blithely short-circuited 
these arrangements whenever some key subordinate 
or interest group seemed to step out of line. 
Spain" 
ln some ways, Spanish political problems are the 

easier to isolate and analyze. For one thing, despite 
"The brief Spanish country assessment presented here constitutes an 

abridged and updated version of ()l’R‘s Tltr S/mniili .S‘urrr.t.n'mz.' Slrnfns 
in I/tr I'u.t!-l"nmt'u .-lul/mrtlnrian Syitrnt, November i974. That paper 
was followed by a more extensive analysis of the Spanish scene in 
()l’R's Tltr 1'1:/iIi'r.\ of I /'nrrr1ai'nl_t'.' S/min P10/mmfnr the l’0sl-l"mnrn Em, 
February I975. 
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troublesome regional frictions and disparities, Spain’s 
population is culturally and ethnically more homo- 
geneous than Yugoslavia’s. For another, l*ranc0’s 

system of rule is conceptually simpler than 'i‘itoism. lt 

is neither revolutionary in nature nor burdened by an 
elaborate guiding ideology. Contrary to Yugoslav 
practice, it presupposes maintenance of relatively low 
levels of popular political mobilization and con- 
sciousness. Partly for these reasons, and partly 
because the spectre of foreign pressures and interven- 
tion has not—-or at least not since 1950-loomed so 
large in Madrid’s domestic policy calculations, the 
post-World War ll evolution of authoritarian rule in 
Spain has been far less erratic than in Yugoslavia. 

For over 30 years, Franco has managed to (1) main- 
tain the unswerving loyalty of the Spanish military es- 
tablishment, (2) sustain and dominate a governing 
coalition of basically conservative but otherwise quite 
disparate elites, (3) neutralize his most dangerous 
domestic foes, and (4) retain the positive—if 
passive—acceptance of the majority of his 
countrymen. Moreover, although political inhibitions 
born of memories of bloody civil war have faded, 
Spain’s strong economic performance during the 
l960’s and early 1970’s has given more people a 
genuine—if fragile—stake in Franco’s system than 
ever before. '2 

Nevertheless, Franco has failed to establish the 
tried and trusted political institutions needed to 
perpetuate his system once he has left the scene. Of all 
the institutions he has created, only the cabinet has 
developed any vitality. The rest have simply lain dor- 
mant pending the succession or have been discredited 
as compliant appendages of dictatorial rule. 

ln fact, despite Madrid’s willingness to 
countenance a few mildly liberalizing reforms, 
Spanish political development has simply not kept 
pace with the changes in social structure and outlook 
generated by vigorous economic growth and increas- 

"Despite substantial infusions of US aid during the l950’s, Spanish 
economic growth had been impeded-—and was ultimately halted 
altogetlter—by highly autarchic policies born of early Fascist inspira- 
tion and hardened by necessity during a decade of isolation. In I959, 
however, with Spanish per capita GNP threatening to hover indeliniteiy 
below $500, teehnocratic elements persuaded Franco to adopt a sweep- 
ing and outward-looking program of economic reform.-T he results were 
dramatic. Spain quickly achieved (and, with the exception of a tem- 
porary showdown in 1970-I971, has until recently maintained) one of 
the highest growth rates in Europe. By the beginning of 1974, per capita 
GNP had soared to $1,750. 

ing exposure to foreign influences. As a result, Fran- 
co's once finely tuned system has been thrown out of 
kilter—as evidenced by mounting labor unrest, in- 

creasing polariv.ation of the political scene along 
liberal and conservative lines, and |'enewed agitation 
for Basque and Catalonian autonomy.“ 

By and large, l'ranco’s personal authority and 
prestige have served to offset this growing imbalance. 
But now, in a climate further unsettled both by 
worldwide economic strains and by recent events in 
Portugal, Spanish politics are threatening to reacquire 
.1 pnurlnrimz character. And while Franco’s system is 

not yet beyond salvation, the ability of his successors 
to halt its erosion is likely to be significantly impaired 
by the complexity of the largely untested governmen- 
tal structure they will inherit. 

Not only will the title of Cam/z'l[0 and the extraor- 
dinary constitutional powers which render Franco 
“responsible only to God and history” die with him, 
but the checks and balances he has built into his 

succession arrangements provide ample ammunition 
for a multi-faceted power struggle once he is gone. 
Theoretically, Franco’s designee for future King, 
37-year old Prince Juan Carlos de Borbon, will oc- 

cupy the key positions—Chief of State, Generalissimo 
of the Armed Forces, and Chief of the National 
Movement (an organization which some years ago 
superseded the Falrmge Espmmla Tradiciunalista as 
Spain’s sole legal political “party”). But the Prime 
Minister will control the government machinery, and 
either he or the minister concerned will have to 
approve every decision taken by the King as Chief of 
State. Moreover, althoughjuan Carlos will be legally 
empowered to resolve disputes between the cabinet, 
the Cortes (legislature), and the judiciary, Franco’s 
role of supreme arbiter will have passed elsewhere-—to 
the previously somnolent Council of the Realm.“ 

"The terms conservative and liberal take on distinctive meanings 
when applied to Spanish politics. Far from simply evincing a cautious 
attitude toward change, Spanish consevvatives feel uncomfortable with 
Franco's modest political reforms ((1/ll‘!/117(1) and would resist. by force 
if necessary, any significant shift in the balance of political power 
toward populism. Thus, the whole political spectrum is skewed to 
the right, and many Spaniards who might be classified as liberals 
by outside observers would be considered centrists in a tnore 
democratic society. 

"'lhe Council ofthe Realm has l7 members: 7 ax ufficio (the Presi- 
dent of the (iurtrs, the senior prelate among the members of the 
(.‘nr!r.\', the senior military officer on active duty, the Chief of the 
High General Staff, and the Presidents of the Supreme Court, 
Council of State, and institute ofSp.'\in) and IO elected from among 
the groups represented in the Cortes. 
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'l'his last is a grave responsibility to place on a 
collegiate hody cotnposed of representatives of dis- 
parate groups. ln fact, given the growing rift between 
liberal and conservative forces in Spain, l"ranco's 
whole succession scheme could prove close to un- 
workable. 'l'he projected diffttsion of effective political 
power is not only likely to widen existing ct'acks in 
Spain‘s governing coalition, hut initially, at least, it 

promises to lcnd disproportionatc advantage to the 
political right wing. 

'l'luts, despite the fact that _]uan (Jarlos and Pritne 
Minister (Iarlos Arias-~who is expected to retain his 
present post for at least a few months after l"ranco's 
departurc-—l>oth favor further social and political 
reforms, they may simply lack the clout to implement 
controversial change. Moreover, should the two for 
any reason come to an early parting of the ways, _]uan 
(Zarlos could easily end up with a Prime Minister less 
antcnablc to rctortn. f)l' the half dozen men currently 
considered to be leading contenders for the job, only 
one. Manuel l"raga lribarne, seems to be as interested 
as the present Prime Minister in liberalizing the 
system. 

Much, of course, will depend on how Spain’s prin- 
cipal political actors interpret and execute their new 
roles once Fraiico leaves the scene. But unless the in- 
creasingly evident failure of Portugal’s 
recently-launched attempt at democratization greatly 
discourages Spain‘s evermore numerous proponents 
of liberalizing change, any prolonged stalemate over 
the pace of reform will exacerbate the polarization of 
Spanish society. ln the absence of healthy political in- 
stitutions, Franco's successors will then be hard 
pressed to contain either inter-elite disputes or grow- 
ing popular discontent. Most importantly, perhaps, 
they will lack a strong and broadly based supportive 
political party capable of co-opting moderate op- 
position leaders and of giving their views some 
representation in the (fvrlrs and top advisory councils. 
(ln their present configuration, neither the introverted 
and elitist National Movement nor any of Spain‘s 
newly-authorized and still embryonic “political 
associations” are equipped for this role.) Currently 
threatening economic problems could easily com- 
pound these woes." And if domestic turbulence 

"liven under the best of conditions, .\ladrid might find it dillicult to 
satisfy popular appetites whetted by a decade of rising living standards. 
.'\s it is, Spain's economic prospects have recently been clouded by in- 
llationary pressures, the increased cost of petroleutn, and the general 
deterioration of the economic picture in Europe. The last has already 
found rcllection in shrinking earnings from Spain's important tourist in- 
dustry and in a decline in job opportunities for—-and hard currency 
t'ctttittatt('cs from-nearly one million Spanish emigrant workers. 

reaches serious proportions, one or another faction of 
Spain's long quiescent military establislnnent can be 
expected to emerge from the political shadows and 
attempt to impose its own solution. 

ln such an event, no duplication of recent events in 
Portugal would he lil<ely—at least not over the next 
several years. /\lthough a few younger officers un- 
douhtcdiy secretly sympathize with the goals and 
behavior of their militant contemporaries in Lisbon, 
the Spanish military establishment--untroubled by 
frustrations horn of seemingly pointless and endless 
colonial wars—remains, on balance, fundamentally 
loyal to lfranco and his system. it is, however, divided 
over how much political reform is desirable in the 
post-l~'ranco era. lt is also divided over the question of 
what political role the armed forces should play. 

/\ small but growing liberal minority, incorporating 
ollicers of all ages and ranks, favors faster and more 
meaningful political and social reforms-—an objective 
these officers recognize might at some point oblige the 
military to inject itself directly into the policy-tnaking 
process. At the other end of the spectrum, a somewhat 
more outspoken group opposes any relaxation of 
authoritarian rule and vigorously maintains that the 
military should and must assume active responsibility 
for Spain‘s political future. The rest of the Spanish of- 
fieer corps, including a majority of its ambitious but 
economically insecurejunior members, would seem to 
prefer to avoid a more active political role and would 
probably support any regime in Madrid as long as it 
seemed reasonably capable of maintaining order, 
preserved the essential features of Franco’s system, 
and did not threaten military prerogatives. 

But whatever their other differences, it is clear that 
most Spanish officers agree that the military has the 
right and duty to intervene in the event of a serious 
and prolonged breakdown of domestic order. And 
since the direction and duration of such intervention 
would depend on which factional grouping seized the 
initiative and the sources of its civilian support, a 
relatively small shift in the current balance of forces 
within the military establishment could significantly 
affect Spanish political fortunes in the decade ahead. 

All told, Spanish circumstances and traditions still 
favor some form of authoritarian rule. But while 
Spanish society has yet to develop the preconditions 
for stable democracy, it hasjust clearly outgrown the 
limits of the sort of rigid dictatorship that hardline 
conservative elements might seek to impose. In any 
event, the outlook is for a lengthy period of instability 
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caused by contention not only between the forces for 
and against liberalizing change, bttt among the 
different power elements in l"ranco‘s sttccession 
scheme as well. 

'l'his potential for long term instability is a matter 
for legitimate concern for the West. At worst, clu'onit~ 
domestic turbulence could in titne give rise to a 
radical dictatorship of either the left or right —--c\'en- 
tualitics which, each in its own way, would pose 
seriotts problctns for N/\'l'(). Short of this, the in- 

security of its domestic position might prompt an 
otherwise moderate and instinctively pro-Western 
government in Madrid to adopt an assertive 
nationalism which might prejudice U.S. interests with 
respect to basing rights, trade protnotion, private in- 

vestment, and the whole issue of (iibraltar and the 
(libraltar Straits. 

Yugoslavia 
Spain‘s trottbles pale beside those of Yugoslavia. 

'l'he latter's survival as a tnultinational state has, in 
fact, been one of the minor tniracles of our times. liver 
since l‘)l8, when their country was established on the 
ruins of the l-lapsburg and ()ttoman empires. the 
Yugoslavs have been struggling to modernize their 
economy, to protect themselves against the 
hegemonistic or irredentist aspirations of outside 
powers, and most importantly, to forge a united 
nation out of peoples previously separated and set 
against each other by geography, historical circum- 
stance, and cultural influence. ln none of these 
endeavors, particularly the last, have they been wholly 
successful. 

lndeed, the havoc wrought by the deep-seated an- 
tagonisms which divide Yugoslavia‘s constituent 
nationalities has been formidable.“' They doomed 

“ .\lany of these antagonisms have their roots in the ages-old division 
of the llalkans between the Latin Catholic West and the (Freck 
()rtltodox liast. ()thers grew out ofthe live centuries of Turkislt rttlc suf- 
fered by the forebears of the citizens of southern and central Yugoslavia 
following the defeat of the Serbs at the llattlc of Kosovo in 138‘). lndecd. 
despite the common Slavic origin of most of its citizens. Yugoslavia's 
ctlmic terrain is unquestionably the most varied and complex in 

liurope. 
—~ Five ollicial languages are employed in the conduct of the country's 

domestic and foreign affairs. 
'"-.'\ third of its people are Roman Catholics. Slightly more are of Ser- 

bian Orthodox persuasion. One in eight is a .\luslim. 

—/\pproximatcly -ll) percent of its Zl million inhabitants are Serbs. 22 
percent are (Iroats, 9 percent are Slovenes. 6 percent are 
.\lacedonians, 2.5 percent are Montenegrins, 6.5 percent are of Alba- 
nian origin, and 3 percent are ethnically Hungarian. Bosnian 
.\luslims (about 8.5 percent) and numerous lesser nationality groups 
make up the remainder. 

lielgt'ade's initial cxperitneut with tlcmocracy, t|nder- 
tuirtetl subscttuent efforts at centralized autltoritarian 
rule, and fatrilitated the easy victory scored by (let'- 

man invasion forces in early l‘)-ll. .'\ few tnonths later 
they flared into a bloody civil war which sometimes 
obscurctl an otherwise magnificant resistance elfort, 
took over 7ll(l,tl(lt) lives. and paved the way for the cs- 
tablisluuent of a post-war Stalinist-style (Iommunist 
regime under _]osip llroz 'l‘ito. Today. reinforced by 
growing disparities in regional levels of wcll-being, 
these antagonisms still lic at the heart of most ol 
\'ugosla\'ia's political and social problems -»-atttl not a 
few of the econotnic ones as well. 

Faced with the need to develop wider domestic and 
international support in the wake of Yugoslavia's ex- 
pttlsitm frotn the Soviet liloc, 'l'ito cast aside Stalinist 
practices in I950 and latmchcd his country onto an 
uncharted course toward what might be termed 
pluralistic socialism~-~a highly sophisticatedvariant of 
authoritarian rttlc expressly tailored to local circum- 
stances. Within limits, 'l'ito's answer to the question 
of how best to deal with regional ttrges for greater 
autonomy and other particttlaristic int'.'rests has been 
to accomtnodate them. For example, he has made the 
regular and active participation of a wide variety of 
regional organs, federal bodies, and special interest 
groups (c.g., youth. labor, professional, and 
economic) in the process ol government an indispen- 
sable feature of his political system. lle has \'igot‘ously 
applied the principle of proportional ethnic represen- 
tation to all key institutions, including. as far as 
possible. the military establishment. .'\nd until 
recently, at least, he has presided over a gradual 
decentralization of authority—not only to Yugo- 
slavia's eight constituent republics and provinces. 
but beyond as well to the comtnuncs to/wtlzmttl 
which now constitute the nation's basic socio-polit- 
ical units. 

.-\lthough Yugoslavia's post-l‘)5() evolution has 
been troubled, it demonstrates that authoritarian rule 
can be (l) very flexible and innovative and (2) 
reasonably effective and popular in an extraordinarily 
complex and turbulent environment. lt also under- 
scores many of the systemic vulnerabilities of 
authoritarianism, particularly those associated with 
personalistic rule and the inevitable problems of 
succession. 

>- lito's pragmatic innovations--including the in- 
troduction of what has been termed, for lack of 
precedent, “market socialism“-—have made Yugoslav 
society the most open and dynamic in Eastern 
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l“.urt>pe, But, as he recently learned to his dismay, too 
much decentralization of authority and too tnttch 
politieization of the citizenry can be dangerous in such 
a potentially explosive environment. As Belgrade 
eased its grip. ethnic enmities antljcalottsies b"came 
inextricably intertwined in a growing power struggle 
between the proponents of further liberalization and 
well-entreached conservative elements. 

Matters finally came to a head in late l‘)7l. By 
then, the power of federal authorities to develop and 
enforce the controversial programs needed to stabilize 
the nation's chronically troubled economy and to 
reverse growing regional economic inequities had all 
but evaporated. No longer held in check by fears of rt 
(izechoslovakia-style Soviet invasion, resurgent etlmic 
rivalries were disrupting the work of almost all of the 
country's top political bodies. This included the 
23-man (lollective Presidency and 8-man Party Bx- 
ecutive Bureau that 'l‘ito—-determined to insure that 
no one man or ethnic group would dominate the 
political scene after his departure—had recently es- 
tablished as the key elements in his blueprint for 
succession. The Croats were behaving in a particular- 
ly obstreperous fashion. For its part, the League of 
(Iommunists of Yugoslavia (LCY), long relegated to a 
guiding rather than a commanding role, had 
degenerated into something approaching a confedera- 
tion of nine virtually autonomous party organizations 
(eight of them regionally-based, the ninth geared to 
the military establishment). ln short, Yugoslavia was 
in the throes of its worst political crisis since Tito 
came to power. 

Tito had simply let too much authority slip away 
from Belgrade. Like Franco, he had failed to establish 
tried and trusted political institutions that could func- 
tion effectively without his intercession—albeit his 
failure on this score was attributable to too much 
change and innovation rather than too little. 

Moreover, he had misjudged in his beliefthat he could 
tame maverick regional leaders by co-opting them 
into the collective bodies destined to inherit his enor- 
mous powers. 

Tito had not, however, made the mistake of un- 
derestimating the potential importance of the military 
factor in Yugoslavia’s domestic equation. In fact, he 
had begun to revamp the country’s traditionally aloof 
military establishment and to draw it into the 
mainstream of domestic politics as a unifying force 
some three years before the crisis finally broke. 

/\lthough far from untouched by the centrifugal 
forces affecting the society at large, the Yugoslav 
tnilitary establishment (unlike the l.(JY) was still a 
genuinely national institution in l‘)7l. Moreover, 
Yugoslavia's military leaders were not only apprehen- 
sive about what they perceived as anarchieal trends 
but fearful that the fact that the count:'y’s 
recently-established paramilitary defense forces had 
been placed under local civilian control might presage 
a potentially disastrous decentralization ofthc regular 
armed forces as well. Thus they iv ere, for the most 
part. more than ready to back aay corrective action 
that Tito chose to take. 

(Ionfronted with the continuing inability of central 
Party and government organs to rein in the blatantly 
chauvinistic leadership of Croatia, 'l'ito's patience 
finally ran out in l)ecember I97]. With the active and 
explicit support of senior military leaders, he 
short-circuited the political superstructure he had 
created and moved to set things straight in a manner 
reminiscent of earlier times. 

/\lthough bloodless, the shake-up was Draconian 
by post-war Yugoslav standards. It took nearly three 
years for the dust to settle. When it did, hundreds of 
functionaries throughout the country had lost their 
jobs. Some ten percent of those individuals who had 
been carried on LCY membership rolls in l97l had 
been expelled or otherwise “selected out.” The Party 
itself had been recentralized, and its leading role had 
at least in theory been restored. The nation’s 
paramilitary defense forces had been placed under 
firm federal control. The military had been given a 
greater voice in national policy-making councils, and 
active duty generals had been assigned to two key 
federal internal security posts. The cumbersome 
Collective l-‘residency had been pared from twenty- 
three to nine members. And most of Tito's revised 
political gtound rules had been formalized in new 
Party statutes and a new constitution. 
On balance, Titoism has emerged the stronger for 

its ordeal. Although the changes that Tito has made 
since 1971 have not altered the pluralistic—or even, in 
many areas, the basically decentralized-—nature ofhis 
system, they have corrected or attenuated many ofthc 
flaws and imbalances that had threatened to 
overwhelm it before he even left the scene. 
Hierarchical lines of authority and responsibility have 
been restored and clarified. The nation’s ideological 
and ethnic extremists have at least temporarily been 
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routed. Changes in electoral procedures have narrow- 
ed direct (and potentially highly chauvinistie) popular 
participation in the governmentrtl process to the local 
level. And tnost importantly, perhaps, the LCY seems 
to he at least part way along the road toward resurrec- 
tion as a national and relatively disciplined in- 
stitution-—without sacrifice of its original (and 
basically healthy) nature as a broadly-based coalition 
of differing interests. 

'l'itt.'s lteirs will, in fact, start off in a somewhat 
stronger position than l"ranco’s. The legitimacy of 
their positions--and of their system of rttle—-will be 
less in doubt, the loyalty and political role of their 
military colleagues less ambiguous." Moreover, 
renewed uneasiness over Soviet intentions may at least 
temporarily evoke a spirit of unity and cooperation 
that is likely to be lacking in Madrid. 

But despite these advantages, the political outlook 
for post-Tito Yugoslavia is even more uncertain than 
that for post-Franco Spain. For one thing, 
Yugoslavia’s economic problems are more serious and 
more sensitive to adverse global trends and 
developments."‘ lts ethnic rivalries promise to persist, 

"/\lthough it is dillicult tojudgejust how successful Tito has been in 
extending the loyalty of the military establislunent beyond his person to 
ltis system, Yugoslavia's military leaders appear to be satisfied with the 
present situation. While they have willingly assumed a more con- 
spictlotts guartliansltip role, they have so far shown little sign of in- 
dependent political ambitions. Thus, unless the l..CY again succumbs 
to etltnic or leadership rivalries, Tito's successors are likely to encounter 
little dilliculty in subordinating Yugoslavia‘s armed forces to civilian 
control. A comprehensive analysis of civil-military relations in 
Yugoslavia is presented in ()PR’s T/tr I’n/Him! Rule of I/tr )'i1_qn.t'/art 

.\Iilih|r_1', l\lart'h I975. 
"Rising world prices and the economic slowdown in the West have 

magnified Yugoslavia ‘s chronic inflation, balance-of-payments, and un- 
employment problems. Partly because of rising import prices—and 
partly because of the huge wage increases secured by Yugoslavia's 
politically powerful workers-the cost of living index climbed nearly 30 
percent in I974, compared to 20 percent in i973. Shrinking export 
markets, heavy dependence on high-priced Western raw materials, and 
a decline in both tourism earnings and remittances from the country's 
nearly ‘)00,()00 emigrant workers combined to yield a record year-end 
current account deficit of around .8700 million. At the same time, a 
growing influx of workers returning home alter losing thcirjobs abroad 
(some 75,000 in I974 alone) has driven the level of officially registered 
unemployment to about 9 percent of the nonagricultural workforce for 
the country as a whole—and to more than double that figure in some 
traditionally backward regions. lf the austerity program introduced by 
Belgrade in late I974 (which is already under fire frotn various 
Republican capitals) fails to alleviate these problems before Tito passes 
from the scene, his successors are likely to find it very difficult to impose 
needed new sacrifices on recalcitrant regional and economic factions. 

providing, mlrr rt/in, fertile ground for domestic and 
foreign intrigue. lts revamped political institutions are 
still weakly rooted. And its overall governmental 
system is enormously complex. 
To complicate matters, Yugoslavia——like Spain--- 

will experience a triple succession. Tito’s role as Head 
of State will he assumed by the Collective Presidency, 
with the title and functions of President of the 
Republic rotating annuallv among its eight 
regionally-based members. (Upon Tito’s departure, 
the ninth member—rx Q/firio the President of the 
l.CY—-will be ineligible to hold the top governmental 
job.) But preponderent power will pass to the LCY 
where it will be shared jointly by Tito’s successor as 
Party President (as yet to be designated but quite 
possibly Stane Dolanc who, as a Slovene, would be 
acceptable to most other ethnic groups) and the 
newly-renamed Executive Committee. The latter 
body, recently expanded to I5 members and broad- 
ened by the addition of a military representative, 
is evidently intended to serve as the country's 
supreme political watchdog and arbiter. Obviously, 
the successful functioning of such a system in the 
absence ofa clearly dominant leader will depend upon 
maintenance of a much higher degree of consensus 
than has been attainable in the past. 

All told, therefore, the room for mischance and mis- 
calculation is great. At best, a lengthy period of con- 
siderable instability appcars inevitable. At worst, 
deepening political crisis might result in the fragmen- 
tation of Yugoslavia—with the attendant risk of 
renewed East-West confrontation.” However, given 
the prospect that Yugoslavia’s armed forces would 
probably step in before domestic turmoil got com- 
plctcly out of hand, the latter contingency appears 
relatively unlikely. 

"’ln one way or another, the Yugoslav succession will impact on 
Washington's now muted adversary relationship to Moscow. The West 
has a considerable stake in Yugoslavia‘s survival as a relatively cohesive 
and fully independent state. For its part. the Kremlin has never recon- 
cilcd itself either to the loss of its one-time client or to Tito's seemingly 
heretical domestic and foreign policies. The USSR's response to 
developments in Belgrade is likely to continue to be largely reactive 
(and, for a while, at least, relatively restrained). Nonetheless, the dis- 
closure of Soviet links to the recent clforts ofdie-hard Yugoslav Stalinists 
to form a rival underground Communist party demonstrates that Moscow has left few stones unturned in its search for ways to improve 
its ability to influence what happens in Yugoslavia once Tito departs 
the scene. Under most circumstances, then, the greater the difiiculties 
that Tito's heirs encounter, the greater the temptation will be for the 
Kremlin to meddle actively in Y_ugoslavia's internal affairs-—and the 
greater the chance of serious strains in East-West relations. 
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ln any event, the pressures (both internal and, quite 
possibly, from Moscow) on '."ito’s heirs to move 
toward a more restrictive form of authoritarian rule 
will undoubtedly be strong. _]ust how much tightening 
up may actually ensue is open to question. But even if 
\'ui'oslavia‘s new leaders succeed in fendin off these -'3 

pressures, it will probably be some time bclore they 
feel secure enough to risk a new round of political 
liberalization. And the same defensive considerations 
arc likely to dictate retention of the essential features 
(but not necessarily the llamboyancy) of Yugoslavia’s 
current foreign policy course. 

Opening Pondoro's Box: Portugal and Greece 

With the collapse of the (laetano and loannidis 
regimcs—-the former from an audacious nudge ad- 
ministered by a handful of disgruntled junior officers 
in April I974, the latter of its own weight some three 
months later—Lisbon and Athens have set about the 
difficult and potentially risky task of establishing 
democratic rule. For reasons which will be elaborated 
below, Portuguese prospects for success are clearly the 
poorer. But if past experience is any guide, the 
chances that representative government will finally 
take firm root on the rocky shores of the Aegean are 
not so good either. Ever since they won their in- 

dependence from Turkey in 1829, the Greeks have 
been alternating between anarchical binges and 
authoritarian cures. And there is little reason to 
believe that the cycle has now been broken. 

Portugal 

Twentieth century authoritarianism emerged in 

Portugal in much the same way that it did in 

Spain—except that the Portuguese were spared 
Spain’s chaotic and bloody interregnum between 
floundering military dictatorship and stable civilian 
rule. Not that the military leaclers who put an end to 
Portugal’s briefstab at democracy in 1926 proved any 
more capable of coping with the problems associated 
with modernizing change in a backward society than 
the Spanish officers who had seized power in Madrid 
some three years earlier. But Portugal’s generals 
found someone who was up to this task, a strong-will- 
ed professor of economics named Antonio de Oliviera 
Salazar, and they more or less gratefully shifted the 
burden of rule to his shoulders before disaster struck. 

Sala'1.ar, who was named Prime Minister in 1932, 
fashioned his country into a corporatist, single-party, 
authoritarian state—a solution compatible with its 

prevailing circumstances and traditions. Although 
theoretically subordinate to the President of his E.rla(I'0 
./Vmm (New State), he thoroughly dominated the Por- 
tuguese political scene until incapacitated by a stroke 
in I968. Like Franco, he brought his country political 
stability and, initially at least, economic advance.“ 
But unlike Franco, his strategy and tactics changed 
little over time. As a result, his domestic institutions 
and policies—and his approach to Portugal’s colonial 
problems-—became increasingly anachronistic. 

Salazar’s successor as Prime Minister, Marcello 
(laetano, sought to rectify this situation. But he lacked 
either the personal or constitutional authority to over- 
come the opposition of President Americo Thomaz 
(an admiral who had been Portugal's nominal Head 
of State since I958) and other ultra-conservative 
elements. Thus, far from serving their intended pur- 
pose, Caetano’s halting efforts at political and 
economic reform and at introducing some flexibility 
into I.isbon‘s colonial stance helped to surface 
long-extant undercurrents of discontent within almost 
all politically relevant sectors of Portuguese 
society—-including the military establishment. 

Given what seemed to be the balance of forces in 
Portugal in early 1974, Caetano’s downfall would 
have been less surprising had it been at the hands of 
either ultra-conservatives or disillusioned moderates. 
That it was not, that it was in fact engineered by a few 
youthful proponents of radical societal reforms, il- 

lustrates how critical a role a numerically small but 
determined group of officers can play within a divided 
and relatively apathetic military establishment. 
Within months, what apparently began in mid-1973 
as an extemporaneous secret conclave focused on 
irksome professional grievances had developed into a 
full-fledged conspiratorial organization—the Armed 
Forces Movement (AFM)—-dedicated to an early 
political settlement of Portugal’s colonial wars abroad 
and to the establishment of “democratic” rule at 
home. 

"'Sala1.ar‘s conservative economic policies brought Portugal un- 
preccdented fiscal stability but only a modest, and in the end declining, 
rate of growth. lt has been said that in his fear that he might run the 
economy onto the rocks, he ran it onto the sands instead. Although 
(Jaetano did what he could to get things moving again, Portugal’s per 
capita GNP in early I974 ($l,l-l0) was still the lowest in Western 
liuropc. 
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Relatively little is known about the internal 
dynamics of the /\l"M--either before or after the es- 
sentially bloodless coup of April I974. At the time, the 
Movement probably numbered no more than two or 
three hundred officers, a tiny fraction of the tri-service 
officer corps. (However, most other officers readily 
accepted the overthrow of the Caetano regime, and 
apparently many of these have since been co-opted 
into the /\l“l\/l.) As is still the case today, the 
organi"/.ation’s membership spatmed the political 

spectrum from moderates to radical leftists—with in- 
dividuals of the latter persuasion in the definite 

minority. But since the radicals had been the prime 
movers behind the conspiracy, they emerged from the 
coup with disproportionately strong representation in 
the /\l’t\'l’s original top leadership council (the 
Political Coordinating Commission). 

Apart from the Al"M’s general and vaguely defined 
commitment to democracy and socio-economic 
reform, there was little initial consensus on longer 
term objectives. Moreover, most of the country’s new 
leaders were political neophytes. One of their first 

mistakes, perhaps, was establishing a definite l2-I8 
month timetable for the transition process—a step 
which showed little appreciation of formidable 
societal obstacles to stable and effective representative 
government (e.g., strong authoritarian and patronal 
traditions, the sharp dichotomy between the urban 
and rural sectors of the population, and the absence of 
a large middle class). 

ln any event, the determination of the 
predominantly left-wing .\FM leadership to force a 

hasty and indiscriminate dismantling of the old 
order—-and to dictate the shape of the new—~augured 
ill for any early and reasonably orderly passage to 
democratic rule. On one hand, the radicals naive and 
cavalier approach to political and societal change 
sparked an unnecessarily sharp and destabilizing es- 
calation of popular demands and expectations. (Jn the 
other, it made an intense and potentially lengthy 
post-coup power struggle with numerically superior 
moderate and conservative forces inevitable. 

Over the past ten months, this struggle has passed 
through a series of distinct phases. Successive crises 
have brought marked shifts in actors, alignments, and 
issues. ln the process, the effective balance of forces in 
Lisbon has become progressively less representative of 

the nation at large. The political and economic chaos 
born of the sudden collapse of old institutions has 
been compounded by ambiguous, inconsistent, and 
constantly changing new ground rules." /\nd the Por- 
tuguese Communist Party (PCP) has been afforded 
repeated opportunities to strengthen and consolidate 
its position. 

At first, .-\l"'.\/l leaders sought ‘~ 
V control things from 

behind the scenes, refusing-—in disregard of Por- 
tugal’s hierarchical traditions—to institutionalize 
their position in either the political or military pecking 
order. llowever, the abnormality of their role, and the 
pressure they brought to bear for rapid 
decolonization, soon brought them into conflict with 
General Spinola, the highly popular but basically con- 
servative critic of the old regime whom the z\l7.\l itself 
had tapped to serve as Provisional President and head 
of the seven-man “_]unta of National Salvation." 

The advantage seemed to lie with Spinola. His sup- 
porters held sway in the_]unta. The composition of the 
other two top governmental bodies, the Council of 

State (a partly civilian executive organ with the_]unta 
as its nucleus) and the coalition style cabinet (Coun- 
cil of Ministers), was relatively balanced between 
centrists and leftists. The civilian Prime .\linister was 
in general sympathy with Spinola’s views. /\nJ while 
Spinolais old friend, Armed Forces Chief of Staff 
Costa Comes, chose to play the role of mediator, his 
reputation as a political moderate suggested that the 
President could count on his support in a crunch. 

Nevertheless, Spinola overplayed his hand in 

mid-_]uly by attempting to alter the l\l*T~l's electoral 
timetable to his advantage. The move was actively op- 
posed not only by the /\l’I\l en nI(1\_n', but by virtually 

'Sinte the eoup. the Portuguese economy has been shaken by labor 
tnilitanry. popular unrest, and general uncertainty. These woes haw 
been tornpuuntlerl by the \\orsening t't'tmotttit' picture in liurope as a 

\\hole. .»\~ a result. intlustrial production. retail sales. and private invest- 
tnent hare tlerlinetl and receipts from tourism and worker's remittantes 
are tlonn. .\|oreo\'er. the t't)t|t\tI‘)‘\ al rming pre-coup inllation rate (25 
percent) has edged upwartl. and returning soldiers and settlers from 
.\|rit a (as \\ell as emigre laborers lrotn \‘."_-stern l'lurope) have swelled 
the ranks ol the unemployed. These dillieulties have been particularly 
ttttsettlinu because. in their initrtl enthusiasm. l’ortugals' new lt.‘il(lC"s 

ptontisetl almost e\erything fron. higher wages and expanded social 
~e<nrity henelits to retiut-ed inflation and lower unetnplo}"nent. .‘\ntl 

eter sinre. these men have been faced with the tlillirult and politically‘ 
~ensiti\e task of t hoosing bet\\"een their conflicting rotnntitmcnts. 
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the entire political left as well. When the dust settled, AFM leaders held four cabinet posts (including that 
of Prime Minister), command of the Lisbon Military 
District, and operational control of a new military in- 
ternal security force--the Continental Operations 
Command (COPCON). 

Among other things, the final stages of this skirmish 
underscored the basic contradiction between the 
AFM radicals’ professed commitment to democracy 
and their more revolutionary political, social, and 
economic objectives. Afterwards, the AFM’s 
strengthened grip on the levers of power simply rein- 
forced the radicals’ propensity to ignore any vaunted 
new democratic rights and safeguards that might 
benefit their adversaries. Thus, in late September, 
when Spinola sought to recoup his losses by staging a 
massive rally of moderates and conservatives, the 
worried AFM leadershipjoined forces with the Com- 
munists to thwart this move by extralegal means. 
Deserted at the height of the crisis by Costa Comes, 
Spinola resigned two days later with a bitter speech 
warning that Portugal was heading toward chaos and 
“new forms of slavery.” 

Spinola’s departure marked a major watershed in 
the post-coup course of Portuguese domestic affairs. 
The relatively compliant Costa Gomes was promptly 
elevated to the post of Provisional President; and, 
following a number of other top-level personnel 
changes designed to make the Junta, Council of State, 
and cabinet more responsive to AFM direction, the 
key arena of conflict between radicals and moderates 
shifted to the AFM itself. The principal issues were 
(I) the direction and pace of further reforms, and (2) 
the nature and duration of the AFM’s political role. 
Both generated renewed interest in irstitutionalizing 
the still amorphous Movement. On one hand, Por- 
tugal’s young military _]at:obins now saw creation of a 
formal elitist revolutionary organization as a prere- 
quisite for expansion and perpetuation of their 
political power. On the other, many moderates un- 
doubtedly hoped that institutionalization would 
provide them with the organizational and procedural 
tools they needed to neutralize the radicals. 

The institutional entity that rather swiftly emerged 
bore more than a passing resemblance to classical 
Communist organizational praetice—-albeit the 
ground rules allowed for freer debate than is generally 

associated with Marxist “democratic centralism.”“ 
Thus, although the broadening of the AFM’s com- 
mand structure and the proliferation oflower level ad- 
visory bodies brought the rift between the left- 

ist-dominated leadership and the predominantly 
moderate rank and file into sharper relief (and 
thereby fueled growing divisions within the leadership 
itself), they did not significantly weaken the radicals’ 
position. The radicals were forced to move slowly, to 
compromise, and occasionally to accept defeat. But 
overall, they succeeded in gradually moving Portugal 
in the direction they desired. 

Indeed, the primal trend in Portuguese politics 
since Spinola’s departure has been the growing subor- 
dination of democracy to revolutionary change in the 
official guiding ethos. As a result, Portuguese society 
has become increasingly polarized. An open rift has 
developed in the cabinet between the PCP and its 

sympathizers on the one hand, and the Socialists and 
center-left Popular Democrats on the other. And 
political tolerance—never a prominent Portuguese 
characteristic—has dwindled rapidly.“ 

Incremental movement toward revolutionary 
military rule gave way to a potential quantumjump in 
mid-February 1975 when AFM radicals succeeded in 
securing organizational approval ofa scheme whereby 

"'"'l"rorn mid-()ctober I974 until ntid-March I975, a 20-man Superior 
(iouneil chaired by Costa Comes (and including strong radical 
representation) operated something like a politburo and sewed as the 
primary ollieial channel for bringing AFM influence to bear on every 
facet of the domestic scene. The Political Coordinating Commission ex- 
ercised the functions of a powerful secretariat. and a consultative 
Ztltl-member General Assembly performed the role of a central com- 
mittee. Moving downward, council-assembly organizations were es- 
tablished at all levels of command within each of the armed services. ln 
addition, agitprop groups were assigned to most units—and similar 
teams were dispatched to the countryside to “educate” the peasantry as 
well. 

"'l"or example, one of the Portuguese Government's lirst moves after 
Spinola resigned was to establish a C0m"1ission for the Extinction of 
liascistn headed by the distinctly radical operational boss or‘(7Ul’COi\'. 
Since then, ollicial hostility toward virtually the entire politic al right 
has, with the enthusiastic cooperation of the PCP, found more and 
more frequent rellection in the public media. .\'loreo\'er, as 
demonstrated by the repeated failure of forewarned COPCON forces to 
prevent groups of leftist militants from disrupting the activities of Por- 
tugal"s few "non-revolutionary" (i.c.. centrist) parties. political violence 
has been tolerated so long as it has been directed against potential 
enemies of the /\l"l\l‘s envisaged new order. On the other side of the 
coin. traditional fears ofthe left have resurfaced and hardened. Faith in 
the establishment and in its promises of genuinely representative elec- 
tions has waned. And in this increasingly charged atmosphere, one 
counter-coup has already been attempted. 

'66'N-Fl-B-E-NI!-A.l_
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the AFM would continue to guide the Portuguese 
political processes for an indefinite period.“ The of- 
ficial opening date for campaigning for the scheduled 
12 April constituent assembly elections was then post- 
poned until mid-March in order to give AFM 
“negotiating teams” time tojawbone any recalcitrant 
political parties into accepting the projected new 
ground rules. ‘These developments were applauded by 
the Communists, and no wonder. It wasjust the sort 
of scenario that PCP Chairman Cunhal—faced with 
the likelihood that his party would garner no more 
than l0-20 percent of the vote in any freely-held elec- 
tions-had been advocating all along. 

The PCP has taken full advantage of political dis- 
array—and of its cordial ties with some AFM 
leaders-—to holster its domestic position. But it is still 
far from strong enough to mount a successful 

takeover on its own. Moreover, Party Chairman 
Cunhal, whose grasp of Portuguese realities 

(including the strength of rural conservatism) seems 
to be considerably firmer than that of some AFM 
militants, clearly favors a cautious and basically 

evolutionary route to power—an attitude which ap- 
parently enjoys Moscow’s blessing. Thus a prolonged 
period of revolutionary military rule during which the 
Communists could build their power and influence 
with the assistance (whether calculated or uninten- 
tional) of friendly AFM radicals offers the PCP the 
best of all possible worlds. 

For their part, however, Portugal’s four democratic 
parties of the moderate left and right dug in their heels 
and tried to secure significant revisions in the AFM’s 
plan through hard bargaining. For a moment in early 
March, it seemed that they might succeed. Indeed, 
the sweeping victories scored at that juncture by 
moderate officers in secret balloting for seats on two 
AFM service-level advisory councils raised the 

possibility that the radicals’ hold on the AFM com- 
mand structure might soon be broken as well. But on 

" In brief, this plan specified that prior AFM approval of all presiden- 
tial candidates was to be mandatory. The AFM was to have the right to 
name the ministers of defense and economy (and possibly the Prime 
Minister) in any future constitutionally-formed government. The 
country's new constitution would have to conform to the AFM program 
that was published shortly after the April 1974 coup. Continued 

military control of the Council of State was to be assured, and that body 
was to he granted legislative powers (presumably against the day when 

the_]unta of National Salvation ceased to exist). And no “conservative” 
changes in a newly decreed three-year economic plan were to be per- 

mitted. 

11 March, an abortive and incredibly inept coup 
attempt involving a number of Spinola’s sympathizers 
changed matters abruptly. 

Whatever the true story behind it may ultimately 
prove to be, the attempted coup provided the radicals 
with just the boost they needed. They lost no time in 
overriding the AFM’s now dazed and demoralized 
moderates and in securing a virtual cartc blanche. 

Under the radicals’ direction, the AFM promptly 
assumed full control of Portuguese political affairs. 

The “February plan” was cast aside, and the next two 
weeks were highlighted by the following 
developments: 

—The Council of State, the Junta of National 
Salvation, and the AFM’s existing top council were 
abolished and were replaced by a single, 
radical-dominated military ruling body endowed 
with broad executive and legislative powers (the 

28-member Superior Council of the Revolution); 

-—Communists and crypto-Communists were given 
greater representation in the cabinet in order to 
make it more “responsive” to the AFM’s reform 
program; 
-Portuguese banks and insurance companies were 
nationalized, and prompt extension of state control 
to other “basic” sectors of the economy was 
promised; 
—The constituent assembly elections were post- 
poned until 25 April and three officially registered 
parties (two ultra left groups hostile to the PCP 
plus the center-right Christian Democratic Party) 
were barred from participation—thus reducing the 
field to six radical fringe parties (two of them sub- 
ject to PCP influence), the Communist-dominated 
Portuguese Democratic Movement, the PCP, the 
Socialists, the center-left Popular Democrats and 
Monarchists, and the center-right Social 
Democratic Center Party. 

lt would appear that the major elements in the 
radicals’ emerging blueprint for the future are no 
longer open to serious negotiation. Moreover, one of 
the AFM’s most prominent (and most outspoken) 
radical leaders already has publicly declared that the 

party that manages to get the most votes does not 
necessarily represent the best interests of the people. 

Under these circumstances-—and given the un- 
representative range of party choices to be offered to 
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the voters-—constituent assembly elections (if held at 
all) will be virtually meaningless. Unless things 
change greatly in the interim, so will any general elec- 
tions that might follow. Portugal is, in fact, well on the 
way toward establishment of something akin to the 
radical Velasco military regime in Peru.“ And in the 
Portuguese context, that spells continued, and quite 
possibly growing instability. 

By their latest actions, the AFM radicals have 
placed themselves more squarely than ever on a 
collision course with the centrists and conservatives 
who still make up the bulk of the population and the 
armed forces. Thus, despite the dampening effect of 
the 1 l March events, organized conspiratorial activity 
is likely to resume before too long. Moreover, if 

political and economic conditions continue to 
deteriorate at their present rate, an increasing number 
of politically moderate Portuguese will probably join 
ll]. 

Of course, the line of march that has now been laid 
down is not irreversible. In fact, the new ground rules 
specify that the recently expanded 240 man assembly 
of the Armed Forces Movement may expel any 
member of the Superior Counciliof the Revolution by 
as yet undefined voting margins and procedures. But 
just how meaningful this will prove to be in practice is 
open to serious question. Open critics of 
“revolutionary change” now risk purge or worse. For 
their part, the radicals have demonstrated that they 
will not be banished to the political sidelines without a 
fight. And in the event of a showdown, they can 
probably count on the PCP to come to their aid again 
in any way it can. Thus, the chances that AFM 
moderates will be able to gain political control 
without staging a virtual counter-coup appear to be 
relatively poor. 

Moreover, even if it involved little or no bloodshed, 
any successful attempt by either moderate or conser- 
vative forces to wrest predominant power away from 
the radicals would more than likely result in the im- 
position of another authoritarian regime—-at least on 
an interim basis. There would seem to be no feasible 
alternative. For one thing, in an environment where 
the concept of a loyal opposition enjoys so little 

currency, stringent internal security measures would 

’ A compreltensive analysis of the Velascu regime is presented in 
()l’R's l'rru'.\ Slrlllvrl /t’rrnln1irm.' Im/I/|'mli0n.r rmrl I’m_r/zrrlt. January 
I975. 

be required for quite some time. But more important, 
perhaps, Portugal’s growing economic problems and 
the divisive impact of much of what has happened 
since April 1974 have created a whole series of new 
and potentially intractable obstacles to stable and 
effectual representative government. 

ln short, the real question now is not whether Por- 
tugal will end up under some form of authoritarian 
rule in the years just ahead, but what kind of 
authoritarian rule it will be. If it turns out to be a 
regime dominated by either the far left or the far right, 
Portuguese participation in NATO and bilateral 
military arrangements with the US will be adversely 
affected. Quite apart from the other problems it would 
pose for Washington, a far-leftist regime would in all 
likelihood seek to weaken or break these ties. And 
however much an ultra-conservative regime might 
wish to preserve Portugal’s existing alliances, it would 
probably prove as divisive to NATO and generate as 
much popular disapproval within the US as the late 
military dictatorship in Greece. 

Greece 
just as Iberian traditions and circumstances have 

favored the persistence of authoritarian rule in Por- 
tugal, geographically induced parochialism and the 
legacy of nearly 400 years of Turkish domination 
have, until now at least, posed virtually insuperable 
obstacles to the establishment of stable and effective 
democratic government in modern Greece. The tur- 
moil, hardships, and misrule suffered under the Turks 
produced a people imbued with predominantly 
egocentric values and teliant for their safety and 
well-being on close family tics or other narrow and 
highly personalistic alliances. And ever since in- 
dependence was achieved, Greek hyper-individualism 
and patronal traditions have found reflection in the 
formation of innumerable small, personalistic, and 
generally short-lived political parties, as well as in a 
propensity for uninhibited political infighting. 

Together with the stresses and strains stemming 
from modernizing change and various untoward ex- 
ternal developmcnts, this state of affairs has resulted 
in both chronic instability and experimentation with 
widely differing forms of rule. in the past 65 years 
alone, Greece has experienced six military coups, 
three attempted coups, one royal assassination, one 
civil war, and three dictatorships-—not to mention 
alternating monarchical and republican political 
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systems and countless instances of arbitrary royal in- 
tervention in parliamentary affairs. The average life of 
non-dictatorial Greek governments between 1910 and 
the military coup of April 1967 was less than one year. Some lasted only a few days or weeks. 
There was one bright spot in this generally doleful 

record. In sharp contrast to the strife and chaos which 
marked the opening years of the post-World War II 
period, Greece entered into a decade of relative 
political stability and growing prosperity in 1952 un- 
der a series of popularly-elected conservative 
governments.“ It was a period also notable for the 
coalescence of most Greek political parties into three 
broad coalitions: Konstantinos Karamanlis’ conser- 
vative National Radical Union (formed in 1956), 
Georgios Papandreou’s moderate Center Union 
(formed in 1961), and the Communist-dominated 
United Democratic Left (formed in 1951, four years 
after the Greek Communist Party itself was out- 
lawed). 

Nonetheless, electoral victories scored by the 
moderates in 1963-64 and accompanying gains by the 
left touched off a period of political turmoil and 
polarization which ultimately spawned the military 
coup of 1967. What happened during the ensuing 
seven years offers scholars a wealth of material for 
studies of the dynamics and potential shortcomings of 
prolonged military rule in a relatively sophisticated 
environment. For the purposes of this paper, however, 
a summary analysis of the Papadopoulos and loan- 
nidis regimes will suffice to relate Greek experience to 
the generalizations about authoritarianism and 
militarism set forth in earlier discussion and to set the 
stage for an appraisal of the country’s current efforts 
to restore representative government. 

In view of the fact that the military coup of April 
1967 was basically an institutional affair, two of the 
most notable developments that followed were the 
gradual emergence of Colonel Georgios Papadopoulos 
as the dominant leader within the rulingjunta and the 
accompanying trend toward personalization and 
civilianization of the regime. Indeed, Papadopoulos 
unwittingly foreshadowed events which were to take 

""llecause of civil war and governmental irstability, post-war 
economic recovery did not really get underway in Greece until 195]. 
Between I952 and 1963 the country's output of manufactured goods 
doubled. its capacity to generate electric power increased threefold. 
Overall economic growth averaged over 6 percent a year. And per 
capita GNP (calculated in constant 1970 prices) rose from $360 to $670. 

place in a much freer atmosphere some 18 months 
later when, following royal involvement in an abortive 
Navy mutiny, he staged a constitutional plebiscite in 
_]uly 1973 which made Greece a republic for the 
second time in 50 years, accorded wide powers to the new presidency, and elevated him from Prime 
Minister to the office of President for a seven-year 
term. 

Ironically, Papadopoulos’ subsequent moves 
toward restoration of civilian rule—particularly his 
appointment of a civilian Prime Minister identified 
with the old order, his gestures signalling possible 
relaxation of pressures on the political left, and his 
promise of general elections in 1974—proved to be his 
undoing. On one hand, they were taken as a sign of 
weakness by dissident students, workers, and intellec- 
tuals (and therefore as offering a golden opportunity 
to resume traditionally free-swinging protest ac- 
tivities). On the other, they added a sense of 
“revolution betrayed” to the brief that many conser- 
vative military officer:—-including the powerful 
military police chief, Brigadier General Dimitrios 
loannidis— had been building against Papadopoulos 
ever since his personal ambitions had become evident. The instability generated by these parallel 
developments erupted in crisis in November 1973 
when the Army had to be called in to help subdue 
rioting students and workers in Athens. Considerable 
bloodshed resulted, and the incident furnished loan- 
nidis and his cohorts with a handy excuse to oust 
Papadopoulos. 

/\/'\ 

\_/\/ 

/\/'\ 00-‘ 
\_/\/ 

the relative sta5ility ofhis regime through 1972 was at 
least in part attributable to his success in securing and 
maintaining the qualified but nonetheless effective 
acceptance of the bulk of the population. For one 
thing, the respite from governmental paralysis and 
domestic chaos was, initially at least, welcome in 
many quarters. For another, suspension of par- 
ticipatory politics was less disruptive of traditional 
Greek ways of getting things done than is ‘generally 
conceded. The focus of the deeply-ingrained 
patronage system simply shifted away from elected 
representatives to local military commanders and the 
administrative bureaucracy. Moreover, Greece 
benefitted from general West European prosperity 
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throughout Papadopoulos' tenure, E‘ id the steady rise 
in living standards engendered by continued rapid 
economic growth, liberal consumer credit, and 
various measures aimed at improving the lot of the 
rural population did much to take the sting out of vex- 
ing political restrictions." 

00 

y so doing he alienated the pop- 
ulation, deprived his regime of qualified political and 
administrative talent, weakened the already shaky in- 
stitutions of the post-1967 political order, forfeited 
what remained of the aura of legitimacy that the 1967 
conspirators had managed to impart to their rule, and 
aggravated factional divisions within the armed 
forces. Moreover, Ioannidis was equally inept in his 
dealings with other nations. lndeed, his adventuristic 
and highly nationalistic foreign policy course had 
begun to pose serious problems for the US well before 
it culminated in the internationally ominous—and for 
Ioannidis, personally calamitous—Cyprus crisis of 
_]uly 1974. 

Ioannidis’ gamble in sponsoring the National 
Guard coup which deposed Cypriot President 
Archbishop Makarios and elevated Nikos Samp- 
son—~an ardently pro-enosis (union of Greece and 
Cyprus) and anti-Turk rightwinger-—to power on 15 
_]uly backfired badly. Ankara responded by sanding a 
large military force to Cyprus to protect both the 
Turkish Cypriot minority and its own interests, a 
move that threatenec :.'ar with Greece itself. Stunned 
by this turn of events, Greece’s top military com- 
manders first ousted Ioannidis and then exercised 
their time-honored option of politic withdrawal. 
They consulted with a variety of former politicians 
and, in hopes of forming a civilian government of such 
stature that it would be in a position to secure a 
favorable negotiated settlement of the crisis, offered 

"The (ircek economy prospered during the first five years of the 
Papadopoulos era. Real growth averaged 8.6 percent annually—-ex- 
ceeding the commendable record achieved during the 1962-1966 period 
by more than a full peicentage point and outdistancing the gromh of all 
other West European countries. Domestic prices remained relatively 
stable. Per capita GNP passed the $1,000 mark in 1970 and reached 
$1,400 in I972. The economy began to overheat toward the end of that 
year. however, and while rapid growth continued in i973, skyrocketing 
prices resulted in a serious trade deficit and a fateful upsurge of popular 
discontent. 

the post of Prime Minister to the seasoned and conser- 
vative Karamanlis. 

Before accepting, Karamanlis-who had been liv- 
ing in self-imposed exile in Paris since 
1964—demanded and received the promise of a free 
hand. Sworn in as Prime Minister on 24 July. he 
formed a so-called “government of national unity" 
(actually a two-party, center-right coalition ofold-line 
politicians and liberal technocrats) and set about con- 
solidating his position vis-a-vis the understandably 
nervous and still predominantly anti-detnocratic 
militarv establishment. His strategy included prompt 
restoration of the country's 1952 constitution (except 
for those portions pertaining to monarchy). discreet 
military transfers and retirements, and, most impor- 
tantly, preparations for early elections. 

His need to keep the military at bay and to 
strengthen Athens international position were not. 
hovte.e., II'1ramanlis' only reasons for seeking a 
prompt popular mandafze. ll. disenchantment with 
Greece's pre-coup political order was no less profound 
than that of the military officers who toppled it in 
1967, and he had spent his years in Paris devising 
plans for what he believed would be a more effective 
and stable form of representative rule. To implement 
these plans, he needed a firm Parliamentary majority. 
Hence he had to move before unavoidable domestic or 
international difficulties eroded his newly-reborn pop- 
ularity 

The results of the 17 November 1974 elections 
fulfilled Karamanlis’ fondest hopes. His New 
Democracy Party (essentially a reincarnation of his 
old National Radical Union) garnered about 55 per- 
cent of the vote and, thanks to the intricacies of the 
eountry’s freshly revised electoral law. 220 out of 300 
parliamentary seats. Moreover, in according Georgios 
Mavros’ moderate Center Union-New Forces another 
20 percent of their votes (and (>0 parliamentary seats), 
the Greek electorate had firmly rejected the extremes 
of both left and right." (just three weeks later, Grtek 
voters satisfied another major-albeit unspoken- 

"Kziramanlis' actions in legalizing (ireeceis two rival Communist 
parties and announcing the eountry‘s withdrawal from N.-\T()'s in- 

tegrated military command had stolen much of the left's old thunder. 
'lhe Communist-affiliated United Left won only 9 percent of the vote 
and H parliamentary seats. /\ radical left break-away group from the 
original Center Union received I3 pertcnt of the vote and 12 seats. For 
its part. the ultra-conservative l\'ational Democratic Union ended up 
with 2 percent of the vote and no seats at all. 
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Karamanlis goal by opting for republican rule by 
better than a Z to l majority.) 

Karamanlis waited to unveil his blueprint for the 
future until the new Parliament had met and elected a 
provisional Greek President. Then, on 23 December, 
he presented a draft constitution based on a strong 
Gaullist-style presidency for public and Parliamen- 
tarv debate. In its defense, he ar ued that “Greek . 8 
.ealities" made a owerful executive essential. But P

- iven the marked resemblance between the olttical 8 P 
s 'stem that Karamanlis ro osed and General l P P 
Papadopoulos’ abortive plan for perpetuating himself 
in power. it is hardly surprising that left-leaning op- 
positionists promptly characterized the draft charter 
as “totalitarian under a parliamentary mantle."’” 

Karamanlis is, however, in a good position to get 
his way—either through parliamentary approval or 
national referendum. Moreover, if he does, his subse- 
quent election as President is virtually assured. In that 
event, he will take office with solidly democratic 
credentials, and Greece's period of political transition 
will have been completed in remarkably short com- 
pass. But the prospects for Greek democracy will not 
be much better than in the past. 

For one thing, dcmoralized right-wing military of- 
ficers have already attempted to oust Karamanlis 
once, and they are likely to try again. For another, 
Greeee’s principal political coalitions are still loose 
and personalistic affairs. Unless this situation 
changes, the death, disability, or precipitous retire- 
ment of Karamanlis (now (>8 years old) could weil 
result in enough instability and uncertainty to bring 
even a thoroughly purged Greek Arrqj out of the 
barracks once more. 

Equally important, Karamanlis’ political system 
does, as his critics contend, contain the seeds of 
authoritarianism. In fact, he clearly intends to use the 

"L'nder Karamanlis‘ draft charter, (;reece's President would be 
elected by a two-thirds majority of Parliament for a five-year term. His 

. tensiye powers would resemble those held by the King under the I952 
Constitution. lle would have the authority to appoint and dismiss the 
Prime .\Iini<ter as well as to appoint and dismiss other cabinet 
members at the Prime Minister's request. He could also dismiss the en- 
tire government and dissolve Parliament after "consulting" the Council 
of the Republic (a body composed of past Presidents and Prime 
Ministers). Under certain circumstances, he could convene the cabinet 
under his chaimtanship or suspend articles of the Constitution. He 
would also have the right '0 veto draft laws fwhich would then have to 
be approved by a three-fifths majority of Parliament) and to proclaim 
referenda on crucial national issues. 

autocratic powers that he has written into his draft 
constitution whenever he feels that considerations of 
political efficiency or domestic order so require. And 
given Greek passions and circumstances, that could 
be quite often 

With their ability to influence policy by parliamen- 
tary means so obviously limited, radical elements of 
both the left and right would be likely to take advan- 
tage of periods of political permissiveness to pressure 
the regime through disruptive direct action. 
Moreover, there are any number of issues—including 
serious economic problems, Greece’s double-barreled 
rivalry with Turkey over Cyprus and Aegean 
resources, and the whole fabric of Greek relations with 
NATO and \Vashington—which could generate 
enough domestic turmoil to justify recourse to ex- 
traordinary executive powers.” In theory, these 
deviations from democratic norms would be tem- 
porary. But history suggests that “emergency” 
powers are seldom fully relinquished, particularly in 
countries where the parliamentary andjudicial checks 
on the executive are weak. Thus, authoritarian rule 
could Just as easily return to Greece in increments as 
via another coup. 

In sum, if Greece‘s projected Presidential 
government is established under Karamanlis‘ 
leadership and ground rules, it will be better equipped 
to cope with the nation's problems and idiosyncracies 
than any of its post-war civilian predecessors. But 
given Greek circumstances and the severity of the 
destabilizing pressures that the Athens regime is likely 
to encounter once Karamanlis' current honevmoon 
with the general populace begins to wane, there will 
still be at least an even chance that Greece will be 
back urdcr some form of authoritarian rule within the 
next 5 to lb years. The domestic and international im- 
plications of such a development would, of course, 

"Tlir austerity program inaugurated by Ioannidis shortly after he 
seized power was showing results by mid-l‘J'/'4. Karamanlis thus in- 
herited an economy marked by an industrial slowdown. a declining but 
not insignificant inflation ratc (I2 percent), and an improving though 
still serious balance of payments situation. Since then. the lingering 
effects of the (jyprus crisis. the impact of sharply higher outlays for oil 
imports, and the continued deterioration of the economic scene in 
Iiurope as a whole have deepened the Greek recession. These problems 
will continue to affect the (ircck economy in the year ahead. and 'he 
knottiest problem facing Athens will be how to stimulate economic 
recovery without jcopardiring the trains previously made on the infla- 
tion and trade fmrts. 
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depend upon what constellation of forces held 
predominant power. 

Democratic Institutions in Jeopardy: Italy and 
Turkey 

As direct heirs of two great rival spiritual and tem- 
poral empires, Italy and Turkey could hardly be more 
different culturally. Moreover, the contrast is just '1 

sharp in the economic field. With a per capita GNP of 
over 552,500 (i.e., nearly as high as that of Great 
Britain), Italy has passed well beyond the mid-stage 
of industrial development. In fact, were it not for the 
vast economic disparity between the northern and 
southern parts of the country, Italy could properly be 
classified as an industrially advanced state. Turkey, 
on the other hand, is still primarily an agrarian 
nation, and its per capita GNP of about $600 ranks it 
with Albania at the bottom of the Southern Europe 
scale. Yet in one respect, Italy and Turkey are similar. 
In both, weakly-rooted democratic institutions are 
currently being tested by the combined weight of in- 
congruous traditions and pressures associated with 
modernizing change. And in both, the effective sur- 
vival of these institutions is open to serious question. 

Italy 

In assessing the prospects for Italian democracy, 
optimists are wont to stress the proven ability of the 
eountry’s post-war political system to weather 
recurrent political and economic crises; the increased 
capacity to respond to changing domestic imperatives 
that the system has derived from the dramatic 
economic boom of I965-I971; and the gradual trans- 
formation of the Italian Communist Party (PCI) into 
something approaching a party ofthe democratic left. 
On the other hand, even the most sanguine observers 
would probably agree that parliamentary rule has not 
yet sunk firm roots in Italian soil. Moreover, the old 
formulas which brought Italy political continuity, if 

not stability, for the past quarter century show signs 
of breaking down. And, thanks in part to dislocations 
occasioned by modernizing change and world-wide 
economic strains, the problems now facing Italian 
political leaders are more numerous and more com- 
plex than ever before. 

Italy has had the shortest experience with unified 
and fully representative government of the four major 

powers of Western Europe." Hence it is scarcely sur- 
prising that the nation’s historical and cultural 
heritage still creates some formidable obstacles to 
stable and effective parliamentary rule. This heritage 
includes a distrust of government, strong familial and 
patronal traditions, and a distinctly casual attitude 
toward legal and administrative regulations. It also 
includes deep-seated and cross-cutting cleavages over 
such issues as class and regional economic inequities 
and church-state relations. 
These divisive factors and forces have found reflec- 

tion in (1) the number (an average of eight) and diver- 
sity of nationally-based political parties that have vied 
for the support of the Italian electorate since 19/18 and 
(2) the pronounced factionalism within these parties 
which has prevented most of them from maintaining 
either strong leadership or a coherent policy line. No 
post-war Italian party has ever received a majority of 
the votes cast in a general election, and only once did 
one come close enough to that mark to win a majority 
of seats in even one chamber of the country’s 
bicameral legislature (the Christian Democrats in 
I948). 

Coalition government (formal or tacit) has thus 
been a necessity. But Italy’s disparate and divided 
parties have been unable to work together for very 
long—-even when their goals are similar. I-Ience, 
despite the relative consistency of overall Italian 
voting patterns since the war (40-45 percent for par- 
ties of the left, about the same for parties of the center, 
and IO-15 percent for parties of the right), the country 
has established a record for rapid cabinet turnovers 
surpassed in all of post-war Western Europe only by 
that of the ill-fated Fourth French Republic. The 
present Moro government is the 37th since the fall of 
Fascism in _]uly 1943, and the 30th since the 
proclamation of the Republic in _]une I946. 

“Modern Italy was born as a constitutional monarchy (coo-plctc 
with a parliament and a cabinet ministry msponsiblc to the parliament) 
in I870. But, with the exception of a brief and chaotic period between 
the end of World War i and MussoIini's seizure of power in I922, 
relatively few Italians could vote until after World War II. Moreover, 
while the Italian electorate was allowed to decide the fate of the 
monarchy and to choose a broadly representative constituent assembly 
in I946, ltaly‘s present republican constitution (which combines some 
local innovations with elements drawn from both French and British 
political practice) was promulgated two years later without benefit of 
popular referendum. Partly because of this, and partly because of e0f.- 
tinuing disparities between some of its provisions and actual political 
practice, the Italian clonstitution is not as widely revered as might be in- 
fcrred from public rhetoric. 
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In the absence of strong and united governments 
endowed with both a clear program of action and the 
security of tenure necessary to realize it, struggles 
between parties and factions and endless debates on 
coalition formulae have become substitutes for effec- 
tive legislative action.” Not that Italy’s fundamental 
social and economic problems have been totally ig- 
nored, but most of the constructive reforms that have 
managed to get through Parliament have been much 
weakened in the process. And their effectiveness has 
been further impaired by a grossly inefficient ad- 
ministrative bureaucracy in which sponsorship still 
outweighs merit as a criterion for recruitment and 
promotion. 
The popular frustrations generated by government 

paralysis have led to more frequent recourse to direct 
political action. Over the past decade, there has been 
an upward trend in protest demonstrations, trade un- 
ion agitation, and, more ominously, acts of political 
violence. At the same time, the corrupting influence of 
Italy’s vast subterranean political and administrative 
patronage network (popularly known as the mllog0uer- 
no) has grown more pervasive. 
Predictably, these praetorian tendencies 

have—togeth»:r with an accompanying-' increase in 
general lawlessness—swclIed the ranks of those favor- 
ing a basically authoritarian solution to their 
country’s ills. Although it still commands less than 10 
percent of the vote in most parts of the country, the 
neo-Fascist /lltvvimento Socials Italiana (MSI) has scored 

“Beginning with Prime Minister De Gasperi’s espousal ofthe “re- 
formist centcr" slogan in the late l940's, Italian politicians have vainly 
sought some sort of magic formula for constructing stable and effectin- 
coalition governments. Although it was to be revived briefly ten years 
later. the perennially dominant Christian Democrats‘ original centrist 
solution had been pretty well discredited by I963. At the instigation of 
Aldo .\loro and Amintcre Fanfani, it was then replaced by a 
“center-left" formula which established ltaly’s third-ranked but fac- 
tion-ridden Socialist Party as the Christian Democrats’ principal coali- 
tion partner. Now, in part because of electoral gains scored by both the 
far left and the far right, and in part because ofcontinued governmental 
instability, this formula too has come under serious challenge. On one 
hand. pressures are mounting for the adoption of a new formula that 
would increase leftist influence (i.e., either the Socialist-sponsored 
“privileged axis" which would make the Socialists and Christian 
Dentocrats t'u-(I/Illlf senior partners in an otherwise conventional 
center-left coalition, or the “historic compromise" touted by the Communists—a still vaguely defined proposal for a working 
alliance with hath the Christian Democrats and the Socialists which 
would bring the PLJI, Italy's second largest party, into the national 
government for the first time since I947). On the other hand, some 
of the more ardent opponents of a further opening to the left have 
suggested systemic change-in the form of establishing a strong 
(laullist-type presidency—-as a preferable solution. 

substantial gains over the past four years in both local 
and nation-wide elections. The MSI now holds 51 
parliamentary seats (i.e., nearly as many as the 
Socialists), and its growing strength at the polls was 
probably one of the factors that recently prompted 
Christian Democratic Party Secretary Fanfani to shift 
his ground and to make an open bid for the support of 
the dissatisfied right with strong talk on the need for 
law and order.” 
At the other end of the political spectrum, the PCI 

has registered F’ slight gain in every national election 
held since the war. Although excluded from par- 
ticipation in the national government since 1947, it 
polled 27.2 percent of the vote in the 1972 parliamen- 
tary elections and now holds I79 of 630 parliamentary 
seats (i.e., two-thirds the number held by the 
Christian Democrats and about as many as held by all 
other parties combined). Moreover, the PCI presently 
administers——in most cases in collaboration with the 
Socialists—3 of 20 regions, a dozen (out of 94) prov- 
inces, and about 20 percent of all municipal coun- 
cils. And its behind-the-scenes influence is growing in 
a number of areas still dominated by the Christian 
Democrats. 

Equally significant, the Christian Democratic Party 
is itself clearly losing ground—partly because of a 
natural tendency to blame the principal governing 
party for the country’s current economic problems, 
and partly because of its continued inability to 
provide an effective administration.” Moreover, 

“The political prospects of the MSI are limited, however, by the fact 
that the latteris Fascist character effectively precludes it from becoming 
the focal point of a broad groundswell of conservative discontcnt—or 
even from formal participation in a governing coalition. Indeed, its very existence runs counter to both the spirit and the letter of the Italian 
Constitution. And its claim to respectability has been further under- mined by the fact that most acts of political terrorism in Italy in recent 
years have been carried out by right-wing extremists. 

"Italy is currently experiencing its most serious economic and fin:1- 
cial crisis ofthe post-war era. By late 1974, economic recession had been added to year-long problems with rampant inflation and oil-aggravated 
balance-of-payment woes. Thus, when Prime Minister Moro took of- 
fice, he was faced with: 
—/\ sharp slump in industrial production. 
—Rising unemployment. 
—'l he worst inflation rate in recent Itaiian history (28 percent). —A current account rlelicit of nearly S8 billion--coupled with peri- 

lously low foreign exchange FCSHIYCS and a poor international 
credit rating. 

——'l'rade union demands (since largely satisfied) for inflationary tn- 
ereases in cost-of-living allowances, pensions, and other fringe 
benefits. 
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Christian Democratic unity (always a tenuous affair 
considering the fact that the party’s factional 
groupings have traditionally spanned the spectrum 
from the near-Martist left to the extreme right) has 
been severely strained by the rebuff the party suffered 
in the divorce referendum of May 1974 and by the 
steady electoral gains scot ed by both the Communists 
and neo-Fascists. 

All told, the growing polarization of the Italian 
political scene at the expense of the nebulous center 
threatens to upset the complex balance of conflicting 
interests and ideologies that has enabled the country 
to weather so many seemingly mortal crises over the 
past 30 years. Granted, it is possible that the PCI may 
suffer as the result of popular reaction to recent 
developments in Portugal. But unless the regional 
elections scheduled for June l975 reveal a reversal of 
present Italian political trends, the chances are that 
the Christian Democrats will fairly soon be unable to 
forge a viable governmental coalition without 
reaching a mndus viut1rulz' with the Communists.” And 
should the formal entry of the PCI into the Italian 
Government be hastened by political or economic 
crisis, it could have profoundly destabilizing effects. 

For one thing, such a development could provoke 
serious domestic disorders—and possibly a coup 
attempt.“ For another, it could split the Christian 
Democratic Party down the middle. And if that were 
to happen, the chances of forming a stable and effec- 
tive coalition government within the framework of 
Italy's existing political system would be slimmer 
than ever. Indeed, in the absence of both a 
broad-based centrist party and a clear popular man- 
date for either the right or the left, Italy might rather 
quickly end up with some form of authoritarian rule. 

However, in the more likely event of a gradual ac- 
commodation with the PCI, there is a good chance 

“'l'he alternative of trying to breathe new life into the center-left for- 
mula by giving a larger slice of the political cake to the Socialists would 
solve few of the problems that have contributed to the instability of 
center-left coalitions in the past, and thus would seem to hold little 

prospect of enduring success. 
“'l\nli-(lomntunist sentiment is strong in the upper echelons of the 

Italian military establishment. Thus, in the event of precipitous PCI 
entry into the government, a coup attempt led or backed by senior of- 
ficers would be a distinct possibility. But since, under most circum- 
stances, there would be a good chance that neither the Carabinieri 
(paramilitary police) nor the bulk of the armt d forces’ middle and 
lower ranks would support such an effort, the likelihood of failure would 
be high. 

that pragmatic considerations of political advantage 
might prompt most members of the Christian Demo- 
cratic right wing to bite the bullet and remain in place. 
In that ease, the Christian Democratic Party would be 
likely to emerge as the senior partner in the eventual 
new governing coalition, and the destabilizing impact 
of formal Communist participation in the government 
would be less pronounced.” Nevertheless, the dangers 
of rightist plots and disorders would persist. 
Moreover, despite the overwhelming parliamentary 
majority it would enjoy, the ideologically multi-hued 
new coalition would probably be rather fragile for 
quite some time. And since many Italians would view 
it as a sort ofi st resort solution, any signs of poor per- 
formance would probably result in mounting 
pressures for systemic change on both the left and the 
right. Indeed, unless Christian Democratic-PCI 
collaboration produced encouraging results—par- 
ticularly in the economic field—the longer term 
prospects for Italian parliamentary democracy would 
still be guarded. 

Turkey 

In Turkey, just as in Italy, representative govern- 
ment is basically a post-war innovation. To the 
delight of Western observers, it seemed to evolve 
naturally out of a highly progressive and increasingly 
liberal authoritarian system of rule. In fact, however, 
it was just another “Westernizing” import es- 
poused—-for differing reasons and with various 
degrees of enthusiasm—by most members of the 
modernizing elite that had dominated the Turkish 
political scene since 1923. And while multi-party 
democracy was rather quickly embraced by Turkey ’s 
politically untutored and theretofore politically 
emasculated masses, the record since suggests that the 
transition was premature. 
When Mustafa Kemal (Ataturk) seized power and 

proclaimed the Turkish Republic in I923, his 
countrymen were unaccustomed to anything but 

"(liven the unique characteristics of the PCI and its doctrinal dedica- 
tion to a pluralistic political system, there is considerable controversy 
over just how serious the implications of Communist entry into the 
Italian Government would be for US strategic and economic interests. 
Although this issue falls outside the purview of this study, it is addressed 
at some length in N IE 24-1-74, Pras/mlsfar and Conscqtzenrcs of Increased 
(.'wmmmisl Inf/umrr in Italian I’olilics, 18 July I974, and OPR’s 
forthcoming The Crmmumis! Pmly of Italy: An Analysis and Some 
I’ru/irlions. 
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autocratic rule. "‘ Moreover, the sweeping social, 
political, and economic reforms that he had in mind 
clearly required strong, centralized government. 
Kemal reconciled these authoritarian imperatives 
with his commitment to parliamentary rule by es- 
tablishing a one-party system. Backed by his enor- mous personal prestige this arrangement worked fair- 
ly smoothly until his death in 1938 (and for a few 
years thereafter). But Kemal’s successor as Turkey’s 
President and leader of the Republican People’s Party 
(RPP), Ismet inonu, was more liberally inclined, and 
in 1945 he authorized the formation ofopposition par- 
ties. Five years later, one of these-Adnan Menderes’ 
Democrat Party—won a massive electoral victory over 
the RPP and thereupon formed Turkey’s first 
genuinely representative government. 

This bold new experiment began to break down 
before it was fairly underway. Belying its name, the 
victorious Democrat Party rather promptly moved to mute its critics—first through a series of legislated 
restrictions on civil and political rights and then by 
extralegal means as well. Political recriminations and 
violence increased apace, culminating in the military 
“revolution” of May 1960 (the first instance of direct 
military intervention in Turkish political affairs in 
over three decades). 

The 18 months of avowedly caretaker military rule 
that followed effectively returned Turkish democracy 
to square one. The discredited Democrat Party was 
banned. Menderes and two of his principal associates 
were hanged. A more liberal constitution (interesting- 
ly enough, patterned in good part on the Italian Con- 
stitution of 1947) was adopted by popular r:feren- 
dum. New elections were held, and in October 1961, 
civilian government was restored—albeit under the 
watchful eye of the military establishment. 

But starting over in this way did not help very 
much. However distruptive in its own right, the 
high-handed behavior of Democrat Party leaders dur- 
ing the 1950’s had only been sympathetic of the root 
causes for the rapid decline of multi-party democracy. 
“The Turks got a brief exposure to Western democratic practices in 

1876 when a group of senior military, political, and religious oflicials 
persuaded Sultan Abdul Hamid ll (later known as Abdul Hamid the 
l)amned) to accept a constitution providing for a representative 
parliament. Hamid dumped this experiment less than two years later 
and ruled as a despot until reformist Army elements forced him to 
resurrect the constitution and swear fealty to the Turkish Parliament in 
1908. What emerged, however, was not crowned parliamentary 
democracy but (Ir faclu military dictatorship. 

25 

For their part, illiberal constitutional “flaws” had 
been no more than a secondary contributing factor. 
The real trouble lay in large part with two interrelated 
and relatively intractable phenomena: the socially 
fragmenting impact of forced-draft modernization and 
the persistence of strong authoritarian traditions. 
And, ironically, both of these were reinforced by the 
military’s “salvationist” intervention. 
The forces at work on the Turkish political scene 

are complex and changing. In the late 1940’s, 
democratization surfaced the deep cleavages that 
separated the Ataturkist modernizing elite (with its 
emphasis on secularization and state control of 
economic affairs) from the traditionalist peasantry, on 
the one hand, and from the rising entrepreneurial 
class on the other. Since then, the task of achieving the 
degree of consensus needed for stable and effective 
democratic government has been further complicated 
by new demands generated by a burgeoning urban 
proletariat, the growth of extremist ideologies of both 
the left and the right, and a corresponding increase in 
fragmentation of the political and intellectual elite. 
The harsh treatment meted out to Democrat Party 
leaders added another contentious issue to this brew. 
At the same time, however, the liberalized political 
ground rules adopted at military insistence made 
Turkey’s democratic institutions more vulnerable 
than ever to the divisive currents affecting the general 
populace. 

The 1961 constitution established an elaborate 
system of checks and balances designed to foreclose 
any recurrence of the governmental excesses 01' the 
1950’s. Together with an accompanying proportional 
representation electoral law, it created a permissive 
political climate that resulted in: (1) the potentially 
unsettling emergence of a direct and widely popular 
successor to the outlawed Democrat Party (Suleyman 
Demirel’s justice Party); (2) a proliferation of splinter 
parties; (3) governmental immobilism; and (4) grow- 
ing instability highlighted by intra-party factional dis- 
putes, student unrest, labor strife, and, by ti" end of 
the decade, urban terrorism. 
No party won more than 37 percent of the vote in 

the 1961 elections. and for the next four years, Turkey was governed by a series of weak coalition cabinets 
(all but one of which were headed by the RPP’s aging 
lsmet Inonu). In 1965, the justice Party won (and in 
1969, it retained) majority control of the government. 
But the temporary demise of coalition politics did not 
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result in significantly stronger or more dynamic 
leadership. Much of l)emirel’s energy during his first 
four years in office was devoted to domestic 
fence-mending and to dealing with the ever-explosive 
Cyprus issue. Thereafter, he had to contend with a 
growing rift between _]ustice Party moderates and 
conservatives which soon culminated in a purge of the 
latter and their formation of a party of their own. 

ln any event, the military became increasingly im- 
patient with l)emirel’s unwillingness or inability to ex- 
ert his leadership to maintain law and order or to 
secure the passage of the new social reforms it desired. 
Finally, in March l97l, the commanders of 'l'urkey’s 
armed forces _jointly forced l)emirel’s resignation with 
a memorandum in which they threatened to take 
direct control of the country unless a new “above par- 
ty" government was formed whirh would impose 
stringent internal security measures and enact 
“Ataturkist reforms.” Thus ended /\nkara’s second 
stab at representative democracy. 

For the next two and a half years, Turkey operated 
under indirect military rule. Four successive nonpar- 
tisan civilian governments strove to comply with the 
requirements set forth in the l97l coup memoran- 
dum. Their principal achievement was restoration of 
public order—a process which required maintenance 
of martial law in some Turkish provinces throughout 
most of the period in question. But despite the lack of 
equivalent progress on the reform front, the military 
establishment soon became tired of—-and increasingly 
divided by—-its demanding political role. ln April 
1973, it passively accepted the Turkish Parliaments 
rejection of its preferred candidate for President. And 
six months later, it took advantage of con- 
stitutionally-scheduled general elections to withdraw 
to the political sidelines and permit restoration of 
representative government. 

The game resumed amid more confusion than ever. 
Reflecting the trend toward factional infighting, 
splits, and defections that had marked the past four 
years, three of the eight parties that competed in the 
October i973 elections were new arrivals on the 
political scene. Moreover, the two principal con- 
tenders, the RPP and the Justice Party, had both un- 
dergone a considerable change in orientation and 
appeal since the 1969 elections. Under the leadership 
of Bulent Ecevit, the reformist and once urban and 
elitist RPP had moved steadily leftward, and in 1973 
it seemingly shucked off its historic reliance on the 

nation’s military, bureaucratic, and academic elites 

with a populistic campaign aimed at wooing the 
peasant and slumdweller vote. For its part, the ini- 
tially conservative justice Party had taken on an in- 
creasingly moderate image since 196‘)-—-a shift which 
won the approval of a number of reformist elements, 
but which cost the party much of its original support 
from peasants, rural landholders, and the rising com- 
mercial class. 

The result was a stand-off. lieevit's P.l’P won a 
plurality with only 33 percent of the vote. The _]usticc 

Party, suffering from inroads made by two new 
right-wing parties, was close behind with 2‘) percent. 
For more than three months, neither major party was 
able to form a viable coalition or minority 
government. Finally, in early I974, licevit succeeded 
in forging an unlikely partnership between his secular. 
left-leaning organization and the lslam-oriented new 
National Salvation Party that gave him a very slim 
parliamentary majority. Bu‘. this marriage of con- 
venience was doomed from the start. Punctuated by 
recurrent squabbles, it lasted just long enough to sec 
the country through the critical initial phases of the 
current Cyprus crisis. 

ln mid-September 1974, licevit sought to exploit 
popular approval of his handling of the Cyprus 
situation to his own and R PP advantage by resigning 
his post as Prime Minister and advocating new elec- 
tions. Far from swiftly achieving the results he 
desired, however, his actions provoked the longest 
political crisis in the brief history of Turkish 
parliamentary democracy. ln the absence of a ma- 
jority consensus in Parliament in favor of early elec- 
tions. the persistent reluctance of Turkcy‘s disparate 
political parties to work together simply ushered in a 
new period of indecisive caretaker government. By 
mid-March I975, six months of governmental 
paralysis had triggered a resurgence of protest ac- 
tivities and political violence. And signs of military 
restiveness were mounting accordingly. 

lndeed, there is more than an outside chance that 
the Turkish military establishment will not wait to see 
how things work out on their own. Not that Turkey 's 
senior military commanders‘ seem to be particularly 
anxious to become embroiled in politics so soon again. 
But they must reckon with the views oftheir impatient 
younger colleagues. And while the opinions of in- 

dividual officers on appropriate courses of action vary 
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widely, there is general agreement on one point: 
Turkey's current constellation of 
problems—-including the ongoing confrontation with 
Greece and motmting economic ills—-makes strong 
and effective central government more necessary than 
ever. "’ 

lf the Turkish military establishment does intervene 
again, the sooner it moves the more likely that its ob- 
jectives will be limited to forcing new elections. But if 
Turkey’s governmental crisis drags on—or if it 

culminates in the formation ofan obviously ineffective 
cabinet-the Turkish armed forces will probably 
become increasingly inclined to opt for another in- 
terlude of indirect or direct military rule. And if they 
do, the interruption in /\nkara’s experiment with 
representative government might not be quite so brief 
as in the past.“ 

Even in 1960 there were elements in the military es- 
tablishment that strongly favored retaining power, 
and nothing that has happened since is likely to have 
increased the level of confidence within the Turkish 
armed forces in unfettered parliamentary democracy. 
More important, perhaps, there has been a change in 
both the internal and external climate. First of all, 
partly because of the increasing currency of reformist 
military rule, and partly because of the changing 

“Turkey is in the midst of a l5-year development program (1963-77) 
aimed at modernizing and industrializing its traditional, 
agriculture-based economy. Despite its political troubles and recurrent 
bouts with balance-of-payments difficulties and inflation, the country 
maintained an average economic growth rate of better than 7 percent 
until mid-I974. Since then, its economic prospects have been clouded 
by rising oil prices (which, together with sharp wage hikes, food short- 
ages, and increases in the cost of non-petroleum imports, have pushed 
the annual inflation rate to nearly 35 percent) and the impact of the 
general economic downturn in Europe. By the close of 1974, Turkey 
had amassed a record trade deficit (52 billion). Worker remittances 
were declining and returning emigrant Wvl'l(C|'S were aggravating a 
perennially serious unemployment problem. Moreover, the costly 
Cyprus operation had thrown the budget out of whack. And the cut-off 
of US military aid in early I975 promised further dilficultics. 

“Given the absence of strong leftist influence in Turkey, the thrust of 
a protracted new military sally into the political arena would be un- 
likely to depart markedly from that of the I960 and 1971 interventions. 
Hence, its domestic and international ramifications would probably be 
in many ways the same. At the same time, however, a return to 
authoritarian rule in Ankara would probably not result in a sharp rever- 
sal of the current cooling trend in US-Turkish relations. Some improve- 
ment could be expected, but in today’s environment, nationalistic senti- 
ment in Turkey is likely to continue to run high. 'I'hus,just how signifi- 
cant and durable this improvement might prove to be would probably 
depend heavily on the ultimate resolution of Turkey's twin disputes 
with Greece and Ankara‘s perception of US efforts towards this end. 

nature of'l‘urkey's relationships with Washington and 
Western Europe, the military might feel under less 
pressure to withdraw than in the past. Moreover, the 
RPI’ is no longer the reliable civilian ally that it was 
under lnonu. And worse still from the standpoint of 
'l'urkey’s self-appointed guardians of the revolutions 
of 1923 and 1960, the political fragmentation of 
Turkish society has now reached a level which 
threatens to frustrate all constitutionally-based efforts 
to reestablish a national sense of direction. 

ln any event, whether or not Turkey weathers its 
current problems without falling back on an 
authoritarian solution, the outlook for Turkish 
democracy in the decade ahead is poor. Not only does 
the country still lack many of the societal attributes 
required for stable and effective democratic rule, but it 
isjust now entering a critical midstagc of development 
in which the stresses and strains on its political in- 
stitutions are likely to be particularly severe. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
The foregoing country sketches underscore the fact 

that to be stable and effective, any non-totalitarian 
regime-—whether authoritarian or democratic—must 
be in basic consonance with prevailing customs and 
circumstances. A nati0n’s political culture cannot be 
changed by fiat; although far from immutable, its 
evolution is a function of overall societal development. 
Unfortunately, this relationship is still imperfectly un- 
derstood. ln particular, further research is needed to 
collate and clarify the prerequisites for—-—and har- 
bingers of—-systemic change. 

In any event, a fragmented society endowed with 
strong authoritarian traditions and subject to the 
destabilizing pressures of modernization provides 
marginal soil for representative democracy. For one 
thing, established clientage relationships and the lack 
of national consensus on basic issues or experience in 
the art of practical compromise are quite likely to 
result in the emergence of a large number of per- 
sonalistic, ill-disciplined, and highly combative 
political parties once the restraints of 
authoritarianism are removed. And if, under these cir- 
cumstances, the game is played under fully 
democratic rules, the chances for recurrent 
governmental instability——and for reversion to 
authoritarianism—will be high. 
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Moreover, most nations in the world today have a 
natural propensity toward authoritarian rule-both 
bccausc it is easier to establish and maintain than 
either democracy or totalitarianism and because it is 
more familiar (i.e., more closely akin to the various 
kinds of traditional autocraeies and oligarchies that 
they have experienced in the past). At the same time, 
however, the mounting problems and tensions which 
promise to perpctuate—-and perhaps to sprcad—both 
authoritarianism and militarism in the decade ahead 
will also make any form of rule more difficult. 
Some authoritarian governments, both civilian and 

military, will prove equal to the tasks they will face. 
But many more will not, and in most eases their 
demise will not result in the establishment oft: signif- 
icantly different or more effective regime. Predict- 
able increases in pressures on the West for greater 
assistance and concessions to developing nations are 
thus likely to be accompanied by greater instability in 
various countries around the world and a related rise 
in abrasive nationalistic sentiment. 

Popular demands and expectations tend to outpace 
governmental capabilities by the greatest margin in 
nations which are at or near a. middle stage of social 
and economic development. Hence, the countries of 
Southern Europe will probably be subject to a par- 
ticularly broad range of destabilizing pressures for 

some time to come. ln fact, world-wide economic 
strains are likely to make it increasingly difficult for 
them to develop or maintain the necessary conditions 
for enduring democratic rule. But given the complex- 
ity of their circumstances, relatively stable and effec- 
tive authoritarian alternatives will also prove to be 
elusive. 

r-1
4 lhus, the outlook for Southern Europe as a whole 

over the next ten years is for considerable turbulence 
and political experimentation. And while the 
prospects for the survival or revival of democratic 
practices vary widely throughout the area, the 
chances are that the bulk of this experimentation will 
focus on differing forms of authoritarian rule. 
The problems that US policy-makers will face in 

attempting to cope with this situation in Southern 
Europe will be delicate and complex. There is a 
danger that new extremist dictatorships of either the 
left or the right might emerge. Then, too, continued 
political instability alone might breed xenophobic 
nationalism. Either of these developments would 
threaten US and NATO interests in the region 
generally. Moreover, popular distaste for 
authoritarian regimes of any sort (even those which 
prove to be relatively enlightened and effective) is 
likely to continue to run high in both the US and 
Western Europe. 
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